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ROCKLAND’S ARMISTICE DAY

Hunters May Have To Take

Armistice Day, falling upon our
Compulsory Exams—Toe
publication day, next Thursday,
Quahogs lie on top of the sand, and
_ I this indicates an open winter, says
The Courier-Gazette will be put to
Many Tragedies
Subscriptions »3.oo per year payable ln Vernon Kendrick, Buzzard's Bay fishpress late Wednesday afternoon.
Compulsory examinations for all
Advertising rates based upon circula- erman for 40 years, and weather
This time notice is given in order
tion and very reasonable
prophet of note.
Kendrick has hunters in the Maine woods are seen
that advertisers, correspondents
Ths h^^tt^Xabllshed WaUhed the Weather frOm
t0 day
as a future possibility by George J.
and
other contributors may gauge
,
agitator
again
'disrupting'
our
beau

’
Bangor.
Nov.
5.
Sons of the American Legion.
To its list of officially recognized
in 184# in 1874 the courier was estab- and season to season. He has reached
Stobie, Commissioner of Inland Fish- j
lished snd consolidated with the Gazette hi nnlninn Hero It la
tiful
weather
and
'conspiring'
to
Members of the Fire Department
their
plans
accordingly.
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
1
heroes
Winslow-Holbrook
Post.
Amerin 1882. The Free Prese was established nls °Plnlon- Here it is.
(marching).
In 1855 and In 1881 changed Its name to
"Just an average winter, but pos erles and Game, If the number of I In a recent issue of The Courier- ' 'overthrow' the 'law and order' of
5
lean
Legion,
will
on
Armistice
Day,
tht Tribune These papers consolidated
Other Patriotic Organizations.
refers t0 'our climate. “No, they will not be
sibly more snow and ice than a year accidents and fatalities continue to I Qazetle Justice
March IT. 1897
add the name of Lieut. Col. Walter
The order of march will be: Up
ago. When the sun crossed the line Increase. Much disturbed by thisI Communists as "an element that Is gullty of such an absurdlly because
I H. Butler. Thc triangle at the junc- Limerock street to Union, to Park, to
In September, the prevailing winds season's record, to date, he Issued always ready to ally itself with any tlle> wdl know that the weather ob
••
••
1
tion of North Main street. Cedar Main, rededication of Winslow-HolThis indicates a new warnings to hunters to use “ex- movement that ls intended to break server .ln no way reB.p0M
“
•••
The more we do. the more we •- were southerly.
the hurricane but. on the contrary, Mayor Thurston Is Elected street and Broadway has been named brook Square, comer of Main and
■- can do; the more busy we are the -- fairly open winter. But the quahogs,
treme precaution before pulling the down the traditional form of Ameri
••• more leisure we have—Hazlltt
*••
is doing everything possible to en
in his honor, and brief exercises will ; Park streets; up Main to North Main,
they never miss. If it was going to
can government." As an AmericanPresident—Annual Meet be held there next Thursday forenoon I to the triangle formed by North Main,
born communist who dates his an-, able them to avoid disaster. They
be cold they would be under cover trlgger.
____________
I
The parade will form in front of the j cedar and Broadway, dedication of
ing November 22
"The general public is complaining cestry from the Declaration of In- may recelve his warning with dread
by now."
A Dutchman claims to have seen
Legion hall on Limerock street at 11 triangle ln honor of Lieut. Commandmore each year about carelessness in' dependence, the writer would reply but lhey wU1 accept 11 wlth grat1'
The destinies of the Rockland a. m. Armistice Day and under the di er Walter H. Butler, who was the firat
his son in American by means of j
the woods and might demand addiJustice poWers by recording the tude
TO BE HANGED
television. Hans across the sea!
Chamber
of Commerce will rest for rection of the parade marshal, Col. commander of Winslow-Holbrook
tional regulations to curb this evil," communist principles of loyalty to ' Communlsts are warning the naFor Murder Of Men Employed By he said. He pointed out that more
traditions of American democ- tion that an economic, industrial, the ensuing year In the capable hands Ralph W Brown, will march in the Post, and instrumental in its being
financial and political hurricane is
St. George Summer Residents
given the title of No. 1.
than 20,000 signs have been posted racy.
of Mayor Deforest A. Thurston ac following order:
, .. , .
. .. 'developing that will sweep society
At Winslow-Holbrook Square and
Rockland
Band
| .The Duvalier brothers. George and throughout the more popular areas y
Sometime in the future as in the
16
. .
. „ , , cording to the unanimous vote last
the Butler Triangle there will be brief
Battery E. 240th C. A. Regiment
i Willis, were sentenced Wednesday to “but many hunters are paying little past the citizens ol Mlarnl. for ln- 1 back 'Into the dark age of Fascist
the necessary ni4fht of the board of directors. With
Cars containing Mayor Leforest A. addresses by Mayor Thurston and
be hanged for a slaying in an out attention to them.
I stance, will be listening to a radio j feudalism unless
measures
are
adopted
to avoid it.
Thurston, relatives of the late Pri Department Commander Hector O.
break of terrorism last August at
Citing the value of Maine's hunt- program when the broadcast will
vate Arthur E. Winslow and the late Staples, and prayer by Chaplain Cor
! Great Inagua, Bahamas.
ing facilities as an attraction to break suddenly with the announce- The Communist is no more responLieut. Albert D. Holbrook, and thc win H. Olds.
!
A
jury
convicted
the
brothers
on
sportsmen
he
said
that
he
did
not
merit.
“
We
pause
for
an
emergency
'
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Large Truck Load $4.00
In the evening there will be a ball
late Lieut. Col. Walter H. Butler.
a charge of murdering John Monroe, want to see the time come when the warning! A hurricane of marked in- hU."ica"! ^h.#"
6 to 8 ft. Trees, 35c each
American Legion Posts of Knox in the Community Building, with
a native employe of a salt works Maine woods would be called “an- tensity has developed beyond the Ba server for the hurricane of the winds.
music by an 11-piece orchestra, and
i owned by the Erickson family of other Western Front." and that hls hamas and is approaching our city
County.
e Communist is an observer of
Auxiliary of
Winslow-Holbrook a de luxe beano game with turkeys
i Swampscott, Mass.
Department was making every ef-' where it is expected to strike in full economic conditions and forces and,
from the results of his observations.
as prizes.
The Ericksons are summer residents tort to prevent it.
I Post.
TEL. 292-R OWL'S HEAD. ME.
force within the next 24 hours. All .
133-135 of St Oeorge
"More hunters are going into the are warned to seek shelter immedl- ,e ta es u 1 resP°ns
->
warn
the nation as to what it must do in
woods each year and percentage of ately!”
order
to
accidents is still low." he explained, when the listeners hear this warn- ..
, .preserve our highest tradi"but
is
rising
and
the
situation
will
mg,
tb
ey
will
not
snap
off
their
dials
0
mer dan emocracy.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10—2 P. M.
become really serious If this condition jn
exasperation
and
exclaim.'1 what is the hurricane of which the
ROCKLAND METHODIST CHURCH VESTRY
Is allowed to continue."
"There's that 'dangerous' weather |
(Continued on Page Four)
He said that the efforts of hls De
partment to promote safety in the
woods were being doubled "as proI tection to our visitors and our own
people.” He asked all hunters to
co-operate to prevent new regula
Tlie Knox County Spiritual Re country and of the world."
Traverse jurors reported Thurs land and Veronica Wysong of Cam
tions from being necessary..
Here ls an Eastern view of the
covery Crusade, under the leadership
day morning and after being im den both withdrew appeals from the
of Charles Laurie and Dad Taylor, Taylor party, taken from the Prov
This year, the smart thing is to use paneled they selected Gerald U. municipal court and complied with
is all set for its opening meeting in idence, R. I. Journal:
I Personalized Holiday Greetings. Make
the sentence imposed on them in Lefcrest A. Thurston, who relin the Community Building Sunday eve
"The two brothers are a perfect,
Margeson of Owls Head as foreman.
that court.
your selection now—while all lines
quishes mayoralty duties to become ning at 7.30. Mayor L. A. Thurston modern evangelistic team. Charlie is
A bill in equity brought by Paul
are complete; you will find just the The make-up of the jury- i*: Gerald
head of Chamber of Commerce.
will introduce the leader, Dr. Charles preaching a “live-and-let-live” con
U. Margeson (foreman) Owl's Head; Locke of Rockland against John T.
sentiment
and
design
you
wish,
for
Everyone
Taylor, to the people of Knox servative Gospel with a vocabulary
Food
the modest sum of $1 which will buy Seth A. Ames. Vinalhaven; Mrs. Thompson and Gertrude M. Thomp President Thurston will be associated County.
and spirit adapted to modern youth.
Cordially
Given
from 16 to 50 cards depending on the Angie M. Fish Appleton; Ernest H. son of Rockland went on trial Friday Elmer B Crockett and Freeman S
Some conception of the worth of He has a smile that spreads from
Invited
quality. Tbe Courier-Oazette.-adv. Jon'es Thomaston; W. Albee Mink, morning Plaintiff contended that Young as vice president; Miss Le- | these men may be judged from the) hls two dimples to the corners of hls
Away
*
Hope; Archie H. Rackliff, South he was under contract with Charles nore (Benner In her usual efficient following comments;
eyes, a direct gaze that watches and
Thomaston; Allen V. Sawyer. Rock Blake to move alter and repair a capacity as executive secretary; anil
Dr. Stewart P. MacLennan, pastor captures every mood of hls audience,
land; Merl Sidelinger, Washington; large bam or storage building which Joseph W. Robinson as treasurer.
of the First Presbyterian Church of, a sincerity ln hls mission that canMrs May Spear. Rockport; Silas A. was the property of the defendant.
The four newly elected directors, Hollywood, California,—one of the not be doubted, a rapidity of utter
Watts, Warren; Clarence G Willey, Locke claims a 'lien on the building Parker E Worrey, Wilbur F. Senter. largest churches and Sunday Schools ance, an unusual power of descrip
Rockland;
Mrs. Gladys Young. and land on which it stands, to se Freeman S Young and John M. Rich in this country,—has this to say:
tion and a clarity of mind—all of
NOW OOM AQOUf - IF THAT itETlLf
Cushing. The supernumeraries are: cure The sum unpaid for hls services, ardson, were formally installed for a
which makes him a vital figure.
"Hollywood
is
the
most
sophisti

OF SOUP MAOIN T SeCN HANOV THE
Mrs Grace Achorn. Camden; Hollis amounting to 8119 40 This is the three-year term. Plans for the an- cated city in the world. The great“As for Laurie, he ls truly the
wMote Mouse would have ourned]
DOWN - YOV »« COINC over to,
Drinkwater, Camden; W. George first time witixln tne recollection of i nugl meeting under chairmanship of est of evangelists preachers and musician to the masses. From an
the Presiding Justice, the Court ste L. E. Jones were given the finishing teachers have been in our pulpit, in artistic standpoint his preliminary
SEE
Payson, Union.
Conducted by MISS RUTH CLUFF
nographer of the Clerk of Courts touches and everything points to n cluding Billy Sunday, Dr. G. Camp concert, Thursday evening—a regu
Home Service Department
A contested divorce of Sidney G that an equity case has ever gone to most succesful gathering which will bell Morgan, Dr. S. D. Gordon. Dr. lar Thursday evening feature of the
Sayer of Rockport against Charlotte a jury trial. A verdict was rendered be held the night of (Nov. 22 at Temple Cortland Myers and many others. campaign—was a demonstration of
B Sayer of Rockland occupied the for the plaintiff in the sum of 860.25. hall. Delegations from all towns in None of these made a more profound the power of great music ln the lives
whole of Wednesday afternoon Jerome C. Burrows appeared for the Knox County will be invited.
impression on our people than did of ordinary people. A show of hands
Jerome C. Burrows and Francis W plaintiff and Charles A. Perry for deCharles Forbes Taylor. Mr. Taylor proved that only a scattering few in
Sullivan of Portland appeared for the fendant.
is an evangelist and a teacher and the audience heard Paderewski the
libellant and Prank A. Tirrell. Jr.,
no one will be welcomed back to the night before, and yet we have seldom
Maurice S Powell of Bridgewater.
and Montgomery Ac Gillmor appeared
Hollywood pulpit with greater en heard such sincere applause as at
Mass.,
administrator
of
the
estate
of
for the libelee.
Went Portland Man Charged thusiasm or affection.”
tended Laurie's program."
Of course you already carry
Edwin J. Powell late of Washington,
• •• •
From the Pasadena, California,
Splendid co-operation ls being
SOME fire insurance, but do .vou
With
Murder
of
Former
brought
suit
against
J.
Gertrude
The suit of 4. H. Hobbs Company
Star-News
comes
the
following:
manifested
between the churches of
carry ENOUGH? That's the im against Greeley T. Small for an ac Jones of South Portland for an au
Rockland Wife
“The audience of approximately the county and others.
portant question. It’s eaav enough count. amounting to 8522.32. was re tomobile accident which occurred at
2000 in the building liked Rev.
Extra seating for the Auditorium
to carry too little, but remember— ferred to Judge Fisher. Charles T. Newcastle on May 20, 1934, when Mr.
Superior Court Justice George H Charles' preaching. It liked his
ls being obtained from the Burpee
no one ever carried TOO MUCH! Smalley for the plaintiff and Frank Powell was riding in an automobile
Worster Thursday signed an order
of bis brother's music, and the Furniture Company, the Russell Futruck driven by Elwood E. Hart.
A. Tirrell, Jr., for the defendant.
committing William H. Welch, 37- | way he spoke about his mother and neral Home and the Ash Point Bap• « • »
Plaintiff claimed that by the defend
r .C MORAN co
21 LIMEROCK STREET,
ROCKLAND
The negligence case of Sea View ant's carelessness and unskillful year-old seaman charged with mur- j father, and sisters and brothers. The tlst Church. This wlll provide seat
INSURANCE o ■ *C.
Garage. Inc., vs. National Cash Reg driving she permitted her automobile dering his wife. Tuesday evening, in congregation was. in a way, a group ing for 1500 people.
J
COUNSELLORS
of friends and neighbors, for the
The Taylor Brothers will meet the
ister Go., a Portland corporation, to get out of control and that in the their home m Port , an , .to
e u evange]jsljc Taylors have made Pas- ushers and choir members in the au425 MAIN ST. ~ PHONE98
j which was on Friday’s trial list, was collision Mr. Powell was thrown
gusta State Hospital for observation adena their home for many years. It ditorlum at 4 o'clock Sunday afterdefaulted for 9165,000. This suit against the automobile truck and
is from this city that they fare forth j noon, and Laurie Taylor will address
arose from an automobile accident hurled from the truck to the ground, as to his sanity.
The order was signed after Dr upon the evangelistic tours that have J a great Young People's meeting at tlie
which occurred at Woolwich on Sep sustaining multiple injuries that he
tember 9, 1935. Alan L. Bird ap suffered internal injuries by reason Clement P Wescott said there was taken them to many parts of the [ First Baptist Church at 6.30.
peared for the plaintiff and Robin thereof he died on May 20, 1934. The sufficient doubt in his own mind as |
Every Wednesday Night
moted to engineer in 1893, For the
son and Richardson of Portland for case was settled by agreement the to Welch's sanity to warrant the j
FIRST DANCE NOV. 10
past 30 years he was engaged in pas
j the defendant.
UP-TO-THE-MINUTE SALES AND SERVICE
plaintiff being awarded damages in man being sent to the hospital.
Glen Cove Grange Hall
An hour earlier, Welch stood with 1
« 4 • •
senger service on runs between Port
the sum of 81700. Alan L. Bird ap
OLD AND NEW DANCES
Tlie criminal docket was called at peared for the Plaintiff and Leon V. head bowed in Municipal Court and William Obed Buck, Former land and Bangor.
COME UP AND GET ACQUAINTED
PRIZE EVERY NIGHT
the Thursday afternoon session.
On retirement, this railroad veteran
ly of Rockland, Had Suc
Walker of Portland for the Defend quietly pleaded not guilty to the mur
ALFRED PRESCOTT
der charge. Probable cause was found
John H. Ryan of Malden, Mass.. ant.
received a lifelong pass and compli
132*133
cessful Career
| plead guilty to forgery of a check to
by Judge Harry C. Libby and Welch
mentary letter from Mr. French, the
• see
president, and other officials like
McLain’s Shoe store on August 3.
The first case to toe tried before a was remanded to jail without bail.
I 1937.
The check amounted to 815 jury this term was one in which Arraignment was set for the January William Obed Buck of Portland, who wise showed their appreciation of hls
glllllll
claims this oity as his birthplace. re- half-century of service.
and was drawn on the First National Greely T. Small of Camden was term of Superior Court.
WANTED
Held
under
$5,000
ball
each
as
mai
tired as an engineer in July from the
Bank
of
Boston,
and
was
forged
with
FIRST CLASS
plaintiff and Josiah H. Hobbs, also of
ENDORSED CHARLES WORTH
the name of Frank A. McAllister. Camden, defendant. Plaintiff sought terial witnesses were Ray Marr, 27, Maine Central Railroad, after com
I Ryan was on a tour of Maine with to recover 82500 for personal injuries alleged to have been In the Welch pleting 50 years' service, probably the
Heavy Chromium Plating
At the regular meeting of the Win
another Massachusetts lad In a sustained in the Hobbs Mill in Bay home when Mrs. Welch was shot longest term ever served by a Rock
APPPLY SUNDAY AT
terport Chamber of Commerce it was
MUNSEY AUTO SALES stolen car, both young men confess- View street Dec. 14. 1935, by reason and William E. Ireland with whom land man.
21 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND 1 ing to criminal records, at the time of which Mr. Small lost several fin Welch told officials he believed his
unanimously voted to support Charles
133*lt 1 of their capture. He was sentenced gers while operating a power planing wife had been unfaithful. Unable to
C. Worth of Stockton Springs for
Takes
only
to serve from three to six years at machine. The plaintiff had but com provide bail, both were sent to jail
Snap
Representative to Legislature in 1938.
2% In. more
the State Prison.
the
menced his testimony when techni to await the January term of court.
; The guest speaker of the evening was
space
than
Attorney General Franz U. Burkett
Others arraigned were:
AWitch
cal objections were made by defense
j Eugene Buzzell of Bar Harbor and
KNOX HOSPITAL AUXILIARY
thc regular
Emma
Swanson
of
Vinalhaven.
for
j counsel resulting in a non-suit.. Frank accompanied the party which left j
Ior
will rondurt a
Palm Beach, who spoke on "The Win
two-slice
Illegal deposit, plead not guilty.
a. Tirrell for plaintiff; Charles T. with Welch for Augusta.
two
ter Possibilities of Maine as a Vaca
Toaster
food
sale
Charles H. Nye of Rockland, feloni- J Smalley for defendant.
dices
tlonland."
Saturday, November 13
ous assault with a dangerous weapon I
....
HOW CONVENIENT!
At 2 P. M.—at the
on Linwood Cushman, plead not
Joseph T. Sylvester. Jr., new memMANSFIELD GOVE STORE
guilty.
ber of the Knox Bar. will open offices Scientists Produce Vari-Colored Egg
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Albert Swanson of Vinalhaven. for the general practice of law at 212
Volks W’hich Don't Show On Vests
Something New In Toasters
for illegal sale, plead not guilty.
(Elm street, Camden in the rooms
RAINY NIGHT
PUBLIC SUPPER
Breakfast egg-eaters won't have to
Will toast four slices instead of two as an ordinary
Joseph Addesa did not appear to formerly occupied as offices by the
This la a night lor long rememberings.
Light up the Are anti watch each
Auspices of Sons of Union Veterans answer to a charge of fishing in the National Park Service.
worry about that spot on the vest if
Toaster. No more waiting for Hot Toast.
ripening spark
Auxiliary
territorial waters of Maine, under a I Mr. Sylvester, formerly of Portland experiments in Rochester, N Y., con
Drift like a firefly where the chimney
Makes Twice As Much Toast In the Same Time
G. A. R. HALL
sings
recently passed law prohibiting same has for the past two years lived in
With all the purple mystery of the dark.
Saturday, November 6
tinue to work out—for the egg yolk
Regular Advertised List Price, $3.00
This ls a night tor books. Turn to a page
A. F. Jenson and Ellis J. Friedman. Camden, being connected with the
That throbs with Aprils that are lost;
Supper
from
5
to
7
o'clock
will match the color of the vest.
for a short time this
both
of
Lewiston
plead
not
guilty
to
1
National
Park
Service
as
Project
Atgo deep
25 CENTS
In folded letters yellowing with age:
William
Kirk
exhibited
several
eggs
133-lt several indictments, charging cheat- torney. Recently he tendered his
A night of rain Is not a night tor sleep.
Pile up the hearth with cedar boughs
ing by false pretenses.
resignation from his Pederal Govern- with vari-colored yolks to science stu
and listen
The case against Joseph O'Beime ment position which becomes effec- dents at a high school. He said all
To silver music flashing on the pane:
Speak
long-forgotten worda. and they
were
laid
by
the
same
variety
of
hens.
HEMSTITCHING
of Rockland for intoxication was five next Monday. Mr. Sylvester is
wlll glisten.
ilNE
CEMTI
J a graduate of St. Bonaventure Col- Kirk explained the color variations
Wrapped In their vanished glory once
Let me hemstitch the lace on your quashed.
again.
JMPANY
POWRI
runners and centerpieces
Frank Leighton of Rockland was lege. St. Bonaventure, N. Y., class of in the yolk were produced by a spe
Turn back the clock, and till the break
Mr. Buck's first employment was as
of dawn
sentenced to three months in jail 1933 and of Peabody Law School, cial feed mixture which he has been
MRS.
BROWN
(Rockland Store Only)
Your heart wlll beat with hours that
j Portland, class of 1936. He was ad- feeding hls hens at the direction of a freight brakeman in 1887. He be
79 UNION ST.,
ROCKLAND for intoxication.
are gone
132-133
came
a
fireman
ln
1889
and
was
pro—Daniel Whitehead Hlcky,
a feed company chemist.
133*lt
Vernon A. Biackington of Rock- mitted to the Maine Bar in 1936.

Dedication Of Walter H. Butler Triangle New

Mansfield Says It Cannot Be Wrapped In Bloody
Banner Of Fascism

Feature—Ball and Turkey Beano

Heads The Chamber

BANKING
BRUSH

ROSE HILL FARM

OPENS SUNDAY NIGHT

COOKING

SCHOOL

Everything Is Ready For the Taylors and the
Spiritual Recovery Crusade

IN SUPERIOR COURT

WtBwnss?’

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.

ED. MORAN

To State Hospital

ANNOUNCING

THE OPENING OF

MUNSEY AUTO SALES

DE SOTO

PLYMOUTH

GEN. MOTORS TRUCKS

DANCE

Retired Engineer

FOUR SLICE TOASTER

Special Introductory Price, $3.85
TRAUMA

AUTO MECHANIC
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Verily, verily, I say unto you. He
that believeth on me hath everlast
ing life.—John 6:47.
—
111
-=

To Love A Book
You Must Love One Who
Wrote

It,

Says

FURNLTUffE COl

iDOINCrrUrDR AKE/

YOU WILL LIKE THE
BANK MONEY ORDERS

I lieiLO, MRS WAKE 1

I HAVEN'T SEEN YOU
SINCE YOU WERE

^VISITING IW
SOUTH'

s'

THE

MY-'

YOU'VE

...

,

PUT

ON SOME WEIGHT
ONHIU& YOU WERE
AWAY >

George

Matthew Adams
A valued friend of the Editor sends
him a clipping from the New Orleans
Picayune—“Eooks Once Were Men."
by Oeorge Matthew Adams. It is hero
reproduced.
Books once were men—and women,
as well. They walked around, trav
eled. ate. slept, dreamed—had Joys as
well as sorrows—knew ethers through
themselves, and thus created them
selves as deathless individuals in i
their characters.
Barrie, writing that lovely book j
about his mother, told the world the
eort of a man that he was. You see
Hugo in “Les Miserablcs." I should ,
like to have known that old cavalier,
R. B. Cunningham? Graham, in thc
flesh—but I do knew him by the j
books that he wrote. A gTcat per
sonality seems to flow through every
line that he penned. And so we have, j
in the bocks of Graham, a man live
and full of vitality.
Is Shakespeare dead? No. he is
alive fn everything that he wrete.
Where is Cervantes? You will And
him on your library shelves, if you are
so fortunate as to cwn the book ‘'Don
Quixote." In it you will And human
life in a thousand phases—but Cer
vantes treads through every page—
and so lives today.
Books once were men. Keep this in
mind, as you read the classics, and as
you read any bock. I know Benve
nuto Cellini, as well as Benjamin
Franklin, through the stories of their
lives, as told by themselves. They
lived through these pages as they
wrote, and they live today, as well.
though the breaih that’made them
walking human being, left them long

You will like the Bank Money Orders which

1

tali

this bank issues.

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
FEB. 21-26

They are convenient for they can be pur

chased right here at this bank when you are at
tending to your regular banking business.

They will protect you for they give you an
indisputable record of the date purchased,

'' ' -

•*

-

YOU KNOW that the name GENERAL ELECTRIC stands for
QUALITY. For this reason GENERAL ELECTRIC should b? your
first choice when you buy an electric washer. See the new models
at BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Possibly the great entertainment ing hard and meeting the expected
event
cf the winter season will be warm response. Among other at
amount and the person to whom payable.
tire music festival to be presented by tractions. Community Theatre Guild i
tho pupils and teachers of the city will make its public debut with a one- !
Remember these facts and send your money
schools under direction ef Mrs. Esther act play. Special policing is being :
days this church will co-operate iq
PORTCLYDE
Rogers which is to be given in De- arranged for to protect the valuable’
, lhe vrusade at the Community Build!
safely with Bank Money Orders.
cember. presumably about the 16th. contributions. The show may pcs- I
In thc Baptist chapel Sunday at 1 ir.g in Rockland; there will be nJ
in the auditorium of Community sibly cover two nights.
WcO3ter and LaMouche Got o’clock Mr. Stuart will speak lrom Cur-day evening and midweek serv I
Bjildmg. Some 700 boys and girls
a 1 the topic "A New Song." The Sunces. The Young People will holt,
Two Rounds Apiec
The young foiks will be in pos
will participate in the big snow and
day School convenes at 3 o'clock for their m-cting in union with other
session of the tover room tonight
Strange Knockout
the entire proceeds will be given to
Bible study on 'Christian Character societies at the First Baptist Church
for a private dance.
T.ie Building a splendid contribution
ROCKLAND, CAMDKN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
and Peace." Fcr tlie next four Sun- ; in Rockland Sunday evening at 6 30 :
The excellent boxing exhibition giv
by teachers, youngsters and parents
Several hundred seats in addition
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance (crporation
to a fine cau-e.
to the usually adequate supply of en two weeks ago was In part re
• • • •
The Building, are to be used during sponsible for the large crowd present
Greetings and good wishes have the revival services Tlie courtesy of | in thc .Potato Bowl last night—and
been received by tlie Community those donating the use of these chairs once again the promoters made good.
Thcatre Guild from Prof. Bailey of is highly appreciated by thc revival
The main battle between Butch
U. of M., the Maine Masque, the committee and will be expressed in j Wooster and K. O LaMouche of
------.
Bangor-Brewer Little Theatre Group print ln due time.
Waterville was as taut as it was posNorth Haven Reader Thinks Gets Jits Best Boost in and the Rumford Players. The latj sible to make lt. each man winning
Qf
&nd
Jhe
Cne thing all persons in the au
Years From the New York ter group has already arranged for
two rounds and two being regarded as
ditorium maj* recall with satisfac draws.
Election
a
re
P
resentative
10
Y
’
isit
Rockland
Courier-Gazette
_____
and President Almon Cooper of tion, especially during crowded
Stanley Siviski of Waterville won
Community Theatre Guild will short - sessions. It is extraordinarily well three of the five rounds with Ponzi
(Christian Science Monitor)
North Haven. Nov. 1
equipped as to largo exits. There arc
Cochran of Rockland.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It is not too much to say that «the lj- visit Rumford.
two exits to each balcony and sev
Babe Quiron shaded Cracker Fa-,
I have thought much about the LaGuardia-Dewey victory in New
The newly lighted parking area cn eral to the auditorium floor as well vreau of Rcckland in a fast fourAdvertisements we find in some of York gives good city government the
as a double stage level exit.
round preliminary.
our State Papers, and why some of| biggest boost it has had in many the western side of Thc Building
• • • •
should
do
much
to
aid
the
parking
A strange ending was tliat which
them, as well as our out of State years Tammany xud ixen beaten
Charlotte Cahill Rauser will occupy
papers wanted thc Prohibition Law before but never twice in succession, problem during the Taylor revival the tower ream with her dancing marked the bout between Jim Ashe
services
cla.- es from 9.33 forward on Nov. 24. and Larry Adams. The latter was
repealed. We find an answer in the And
the manner of this defeat
• • • •
_______________
1 practically knocked out in the first
Advertisements they carry, indicates not only that Tammany s
“Candlelight" Tryouts Nov. IK
A man was brought up in court for round, but in rebounding from the
telllnK us what sP!endid kinds of P^wer is definitely broken but that
The Community Theatre Guild drunkenness. “Ten shillings or a ' ropes pasted Ashe with a powerful
liquor one can buy for a very little the people's appreciation cf good
ago.
held its first monthly meeting Thurs- fortnight." said the magistrate.
right, and the latter went ovt for
money
and
the
wonderful
effect
it
government
will
make
the
revival
of
We must look upon human life as
day evening at the Community Build“Shure yer honner. I've only two keeps
has on the folks who drink it.
racketeer
rule
a
difficult
business.
something definitely transitory But
Three factors appear chiefly reWith 32 members
the shilHn«s in
world" Pleaded the
Oliver Hamlin refereed.
If we could but know the money
in true and honest books, that were
charter. The constitution as drawn man. ' Well, sir," said the magis...
...
I
they
are
taking
in
from
such
adver
sponsible:
First
the
stoppage
of
im

the expression of pccp,e s minds and |
'__ .
_ j
Tug Wctow left Rockland Tuesday
tisements, thousands upon thou migration from abroad and the ex- up by the Governing Board was pre- trate. “you must go to jail. If you
souls, we must catch the spirt of
sands of dollars, we would fully un odus from Manhattan to other sented t0 the 8Uild and acc-Ptcd »'ith bad not got drunk with your money morning with Capt. Shute as pilot.
their immortality.
. . J
He who merely quotes from the derstand whY some of them wanted ; boroughs has been steadily reducing a few minor changes. The following' you would be able to pay your fine." Barge Rock Harbor was in tow.
committees were appointed for the
poets cr the wise sayings of those Prohibition repealed.
Tammany s victims and its voting
coming season: Play reading com- i
long removed frcm life's active stage. I 1 ’’onder lf th« read«rs of Tho strength. Second. Mayor LaGuardia
rnittee—Lucien Dean Grace Rollins
takes up the lives of those whe gave Courier-Gazette have ever stopped to I and Special Prosecutor Dewey have
Virginia Healey. Robert Gardner ^nc
such expression, aiding in their im- think of the -oney that paper could made popular and dramatic appeals.
Alvary Gay; castmg committee—
1
get
for
Just
such
advertisements;
j
Third,
the
people
do
recognize
and
mortality, walking through time be
Doris Brewster. Dorothy Parker
as some of our other State papers are respond to honest efficient governside them.
Joseph Emery; stage manager—Warwilling
to
take,
and
how
many
of
its
ment.
• • • »
readers have ever thanked them for
Perhaps the other city elections ren Davis; stage electrician. Ken;
Thoreau wrote In Iris small, secluded such a paper, to come into their which was watched with most in Stanley; wardrebe mistress. Jose
cottage alone. He wandered over the homes as The Courier-Gazette? We j terest was that in Detroit, where phine Perry; librarian. Virginia Fl.nt;
hills, told the world about Walden,, flnd thers are thlng5 that som„ j*,,.
Comjnittee for industrial Organ- property manager— James Hayes.
Tryouts for the first play. “Candle
the frogs ar.d birds, and made pencils pie had rather have than money.
; ization was badly beaten in its flrst
light" which is to be held thc middle
as a pastime. But through his books,
Through the Opened Bar-room Door
major bid for a political office. While
cf January will be he’d Nov. 16 Platv
he lives tcday and has lighted tbe "Hark! the piteous wail of anguish
the C. I. O. won and lost in some
From
the
struggling
human
race;
werc made to present a one-act play
world to an appreciation of the gifts
smaller cities, the election of the
Day or night It never ceases.
for the Hobby Shew to be held in
of nature and all its beauties. Tom And Its source is plain to trace:
“conservative" Richard W. Reading
MILLIONS OF PEOPLE
this cry of grief and trouble
December
and also for two one-act
linson still lives but hundreds of Comes
Rising from the floods that pour
as Mayor of Detroit will be read as
plays to be given at the December
years from r.QW. people will go Squalor, vice, remorse, and hunger
CAME, SAW AND AGREED
strong evidence* that many Ameri
the Opened Bar-room Door.
meeting for the guild's own enter
through that graphic sterm with him Through
Dally ghastly news appalls uc—
cans are still voting on a broader
anew, ar.d travel for a thousand miles Passion, murder, theft'and pain;
"You’ll be ahead with
tainment. It is hoped to have Prof.
basis than labor or non-labor labels
______
Courts, asylums, falls o'er crowded.
Kerschel Bricker of thc University <
Up that South American sticam. Broken hearts and ruined brain,
Particularly should it give pause to
Styling oi different at It II
of Maine as the guest speaker for a
thrilled by thc story of that jungle
a Chevrolet!”
C. I. O. enthusiasts who thought
beautiful, for tbit biggerlater meeting. Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee
trip, as Lold in his "Sea and the Weeping wives and children blighted
that one faction of labor could over
Tbrough the opened Bar-room Door
looliing, better-looking lowgave a short talk on the Tavern play
Jungle."
Millions of enthusiastic visitors in the first
come by political action some of the
priced cor.
ers of Lynn. Mass.
Milton, Dante, de Maupassant. Poo. Through this door comes sons and hus
twenty-four hours! Scores of thousands of
bands
obstacles which workers have been
• • • •
Plato, Whitman. Dickens, Mark With fresh curse and chains to bear;
buying orders! Thousands upon thousands
unable pj surmont by economic
work and health and wages
Highlights of the
Twain. Swift, Marco (Polo, and hocts Honor,
Changed for shame and sorrow there, power.
The important part the
of
requests for demonstrations! That’s the
Legicn Armistice Dance
cf their sort, arc dead. Bocks once Countless thousands, broken yielding
American Labor Party played in New
now. though strong before
way people are greeting the new 1938 Chev
Doors
open
at
seven
o'clock
were men And the books of these Weakened
They have lost thelr strength and cour- York’s election must be read alongSmooth — powerful — pollage
rolet—the car that is complete—the car that
Free Eeano games star, at eight.
writers live.
Through thc Opened Bar-room Door "
side the Detroit defeat, but thc
tive ... Ibe tofe broket for
Dance
frcm
nine
to
one.
says
to
you,
the
minute
you
see
and
drive
it,
James Boswell, in his “Life of Doc
Frank Beverage.
whole result indicates that a dom
modem travel . . . giving
11-PI roe orchestra—Young's Radio
tor Johnson,' paint-xi in words one
” You'll be ahead with a Chevrolet!"
inant national labor party is not an
maximum motoring protec
------------------------ 7
Entertainers.
cf the moot interesting and remark
Decide now to be kind to your desires and
early prcbabilty. Unless the interests
tion.
Net formal no costumes; wear
able lives in all literature. Is Doctor
of Americans in good government
equally
kind
to
your
pocketbook
by
buying
what
you
like.
Johnson ‘dead? You will not think
can be compressed into an interest
the car that bears the Chevrolet trade-mark
so after- reading this living account.
The Ed.tor of The Courler-Oazette
S25 cash given away free. Must be
in the triumph of one economic
—tlie symbol ofsavings!
there to win.
You will hear the old doctor laugh, is in receipt of the following comgroup, that is not a discouraging in
catch that quaint ar.d fascinating munication. which he gratefully ac
Many other prizes to be given away
(WITH SHOCKPROOF
dication.
STEIRINO)
during evening.
look of his, chuckle at his darts of knowledges :
City government will not be puri
So tofe—to comfortable—
Rockland. Oct. 31
Two hundred tickets already sold;
wit and humor.
fied in a d#y. The .gradual adoption
to different... “the world'l
Our W.C.T.U. meeting was held
plenty room for four hundred more.
In reading the journals of Arnold
of proportional representation and
finest ride."
Bennett, Hawthorne. Emerson and Friday and I was instructed to con
Refreshments; ice cream, soda,
cf the city manager plan has helped
cider and doughnuts.
Pepys you live their lives with them. vey to you our sincere thanks for
city governments in many places.
The danae floor has been fixed.
You take trips with them. You sit ycur kindness in giving space for the
(WITH SAFETY OlASS
But the problem is much bigger than
AU AROUND)
For a good evening's cnterta.nment.
at their table as guests. You listen to printing of articles sent in by our
any man or even any system. Only
larger Interiort— lighter,
Get your tickets now.
their accounts of life and feel their Press Director Mrs. Clara Emery.
an e.lert |ind honest democracy will
brighter colors—and UnlIf you dcn't dance ccme anyway
emotions with them. You are of them And we also appreciate and thar.k
win and keep good city government.
steel construction, making
and win a prize.
a part Tiieir bocks Were once their you for the stand you have taken in
each body a fortress of
not printing liquor ads. Tlie W. C.
flesh and blotxi.
safety.
• • • »
T. U. as well as other Christian or
Sharply increasing interest is noted
ganizations
are
having
a
hard
fight
in
connection
with
thc
Hobby
Shov
To love a oook you must love the
The Kittredge 8tore cf Belfast sent of Dec I0- Committees ar? workcne who wrote it. who put into lt his for morality and temperance but
—
lifeblood, who suflcred. who perhaps with the help of the Lord we will five bcwlers down to the Star AlleyGiving the most efficient
Florence S. Hastings,
Thursday night, and they were too
li Wanfc Parrlnn
combination of power, econ
half starved, who almost despaired win.
Secretary W. C. T. U. many guns for the Armour crew, win1 lc ’’
UU>1
omy ond dependability.
before he parted with it to the printer.
ninj toy the soar.t margin of five pire.;
‘
For no book is a great bock that does
Rcckland Man, Serving S
not carry with it the travail of its
"I always encourage my husband High total went to Glidden with a
to recline in the easy chair and put i total of 479' and he mana3cd
cipTc 16 Years, Thinks Hie
author.
! ture hish 6trln« on K«-two lC2's.
It must be remembered that an his feet on top of thc radiator."
Punishment Sufficient
Giving protection against
1 to be exact. Wentworth had high
author lives the things he writes—if,
“Why so?”
drafts, smoke, windshield
tctal
fcr
the
viaitorz.
The
summary:
indeed, his book shall live. Every
"When he goes to bed there is us
Fred E. Brcwn cf Rocklar.d sen
clouding, and assuring each
Armours—Mills 338. Flagg 427.
thing vital and beautiful flows into ually a'oeut $4 in small change in the
tenced in November, 1333. to 0 to
passenger Individually con
Ryder 431, Carrol! 372. Glidden 479;
his words. That book, which gives chair."
16 years in State Prison on a "felon
trolled ventilation.
total 2319.
us the feeling that we want to re
ious assault” charge, has filed a pe
Kittredge Store—Thomas 415, K.
turn to it, read it again and again, their bcoks—which were cr.ce them
tition with the Secretary of State's
•ON MASUII Cf LUXE
Hall 372. L. Hall 416. Wentworth 453.
MODELS ONLY
is surely a book that is destined to selves.
Department recking to have his sen- j
Cole
448;
total
21U4.
live, which is but another way of saytenee
shortened.
If you will .bear in mind the fact
ing that ihe one who wrote it cannot i mat the book you read, whether its
Brown expressed belief in his pe
Crnrral Molort Installment
die.
author is still dead or alive, repre
tition the sentence was “excessive,"
Plan—mnnlhly pavmmts to suit
Books once were men. Hov; fortu sents the best of all that he was, as
adding that he had been "sufficiently
ynur purse. A General Slnh.-t
nate that we arc privileged to know he wrote it, that bcok will be full of
Value.
punished."
thc great, to talk with them, to walk meaning to you. and you will want
Brown, who previously requested
with them—and to live with them. to return to it as a friend, or you will
the Governor and Council to grant
John Drinkwater, in his play “Abra feel that its author has written his
him a pardon, said he had a motheham Lincoln,” suggested that those bcok with the hope that you will be j
and son “depending on me '
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1250
who appreciate greatness, took upon his friend thereafter.
No date lias been set by Oov.
themselves the touch of greatness,
Bcoks should be friends - for flesh!
Barrows for the next hearings on
Barker’s Garage, Union
Peaslee & Rom, Vinalhaven
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston
1
jfhe great do not die They live in and blood created them!
pardon petitions.
...... .
------..... .--.-._
♦••r .
-

Fought To A Draw

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

Those Liquor uAds”

Good Government

Is Appreciated

With The Bcwlers

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

Every-Other-Day
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Sunshine Society meets Monday a(
2 o'clock at the Central Maine rooms.

ipiliii’

A benefit card and beano party will ,
be held Monday night at the home of
Mrs. Allred Church, 23 T street.
Levi Flint is having a well earned
vacation from his dutiess at the
automobile registration office.

The candy table committee of the
| S.U.V. Auxiliary fair is giving a
1 beano party Tuesday night at Mrs.
Velma Marsh's home, 77 Broad
1 street.

Get the world’s good news daily through

The Christian Science Monitor
An International Daily Newspaper

Published by

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE PUBLISHING SOCIETY
One, Norway Strcct, Boston, Massachusetts

497 MAIN ST.

THE BICKNELL

TALK OF THE TOWN

Huntley-Hill Auxiliary will meet
Monday night at 7.30 to complete
plans for installation which will be
held jointly with the Post, Sunday,
Nov. 14. at, 2 ,p. m. Hostesses at this
cuses.
Nov.
18—Thomaston—Meeting
of meeting are Mrs. Lura Boynton and
Parent-Teacher Association at High Mrs. Helen Nield.
School assembly hall
Nov. 19—Knox County Fish and Game
Association holds membership meeting
In Thomaston.
t ...
Nov. 25—Thanksgiving.
Dec 2—Thomaston—Federated Circle
Christmas fair at Congregational vestry
Dec. 8—Rockport—Annual Christmas
fair of Methodist Ladles Aid
Dec. 9-10—Senior play "Big Hearted
Herbert" at High School auditorium.

ROCKLAND
132*135

Rex Chase of the Socony Vacuum
Oil Co. will be the speaker at the
Mr. and, Mrs. Ellery D. Preston are
next meeting of the Rockland Lions on a week's hunting trip in the Lake
Club, and will give a graphic outline Moxie region.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 1-30—Deer hunting season ln sev of the petroleum industry.
eral counties Including Knox. Lincoln.
Clinton Bowley is having a week's
Waldo and Hancock.
Commander Levi Flint of Wins
Nov. 7-29—Knox County Spiritual Re
covery Crusade at Community Building. low-Holbrook Post asks Legion mem vacation from his duties as agent fcr
Nov. 8—Meeting of Parent-Teacher As
the Gulf Refining Co.
sociation at High School auditorium bers and other ex-service men to be
Nov. 9—Rockport—Garden Club meets at the legion hall. Llmerock street,
at Miss Marlon Weidman's.
Mrs. Nestor Brown will e ntertain j
at 10.30 a. m. next Thursday to be in
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov 11—Warren—Entertainment
at
at cards Friday night, Nov. 12. Tele- j
readiness
for
the
Armistice
Day
pa

Congregational Church.
phone G95-W for reservations.
Nov. 11—Armistice Ball ln Community rade and exercises.
Building, auspices
Winslow-Holbrook
Post, A. L.
Nov
12—Appleton—Community Club
heano party at Grange hall.
”ov.
Republican Ward Caucuses
Nov. 18—Garden Club meeting at Com
munity Building
Nov. 17—Anderson Camp Auxiliary
fair at Grand Army hall
Nov. 17—Republican Mayoralty Cau

INSTANT CUBE RELEASE
TRAY fcr 1933 TO 1936 Models

Regular reading of The Christian Science Monitor is
considered by many a liberal education. Its clean, unbiased
news and well-rounded editorial features, including thc Weekly
Magazine Section, make the Monitor the ideal newspaper
for the home. It is $ cents a copy, or 3 cents a day on sub
scription, delivered to your door, and is obtainable at thc
following location:

Private funeral services for Mrs.
Annie Hanscom will be held at her
late home on Masonic street at 1
p. m. Sunday. Rev. Charles E. Brooks
will officiate.

Munsey Auto Sales, Everett A.
Munsey, president, is now operating
the garage property at 21 Limerock
street, presenting sales and service
on jDe ,Soto. Plymouth and General
motor trucks as well as general au
tomobile repairing.

The inspection of Thatcher Relief
Corps was held in Portland Tuesday,
Mrs. Millie Thomas, State treasurer,
being one of the seven State offlcers
present. She was accompanied by
Mrs. Mae Cross, Mrs. Riah Knight.
Mrs. Winnifred Butler and Mrs. Caro
Almon Cooper, president of the
Robert Russell attended the Maine
lyn Stewart.
Community Theatre Guild, reports
night exercises ln Orono last night
that the group is eager to co-operate
Chapin Class will have a supper
A 6 °'clock supper
°f,
with dramatics for the coming HobbyTuesday at 6. at the Universalist
Bronkie wtll precede the business Show. A one-act play will be pre
vestry.' Please take bowls.
mectln’ of
“ J sented which will surprise and de
_____
j Auxiliary Wednesday night, with Mrs. light all the visitors. Watch these
Daniel Munro who was a patient Jesse WaU 85 chairman of the bea"° columns for further hobby entries.
at Knox Hospital for seven weeks ^ame At the business session De------is now at his home in Rankin Block. Partment President Mrs. eresa uc Auxiliary to Anderson Camp
Un and staff of Lincoln will be pres iSU.V. will serve supper tonight at
j Grand Army hall, followed by a
Walter H. Spear and J. A. Jameson ent for inspection.
school of Instruction for the Auxare hitting the trail today for a
There wUi be circle supper at the 1]iarles
fjnal
week's hunting in the North Woods.
Congregational Church next \
nes beanQ party in a serjes wjp j*. held at
There will be an Interruption in day- ^rs- Henr^ Bir • c a man’
Mrs. Susie Karl's home next Wedthe Central Maine Power services to- for an assistlng committee * s.
nesday. Tlie capital prize will be
morrow morning from 2 to 4 for in- M DerT>', Miss Caroline Li.t e e d, j awarded at this tlme
Miss Ann Blackington, Mrs Carl
spection purposes.
Sonntag. Mrs. Leforest Thurston. Mrs.,
j. E. Stevens, Mrs. Theodore Bird,' Edward L. Pow-er, a salesman for
Perley NUes of 10 Ingraham Field Miss Ruth Nichols and Miss Alena Bird & Co., has been in the city this
shot a large deer yesterday, leaving
i week on business connected with the
hls home at 9 o'clock and return J oung'
_____ _
| w. H. Glover Co. Mr. Power hangs
ing ‘‘victorious’ at 10 o'clock.
The John Foster Post and Auxill- UP hk hat in various Parts °f the

Every icc tray is the new
QUICKUBE Tray with Instant
Cube-Release—all-metal for fast
freezing. Instantly releases ice
cubes—two or a trayful—as you
need them. No melting under a
faucet. Yields 20'", more ice by
ending this waste. ONLY Frlgidaire has it!

IN THE CHURCHES
SERMONETTE

CONTRACT FOR MILLION
There is a prospect of a million
JolLar contract for the famous
IWarse Boatbuilding Corporation
»f Thomaston, resting largely on
Ihe performance of the two 63-foot
draggers now building at thc
Thomaston yard. These boats,
costing approximately $50,000 each
will be delivered to the Blue Point
Oyster Co. of West Saville, N. Y„
and will be used in the Chesapeake
Bay oyster fisheries. If these
craft pan out in operation (as
Morse built boats have a habit of
doing) a large firm, not as yet
named publicly, will place a con
tract for 20 similar boats with
thc Thomaston builders.
The
firm mentioned already has 30
I draggers in operation.

THE LIONS ROAR

Philco Engineers In Sound-Proof
Rooms Do Some Interesting Experi
menting

Even tlie roar of a lion is majes
tic.

Cymbrid Hughes
As the Methodist General Con
ference drew to its close this
spring in Portland, many of its
preachers filled the pulpits of
other communions. Rev. Cym
brid Hughes of Augusta preached
to the Immanuel Baptist people.
He is a Welshman, like my own
pastor—one of those strange mor
tals who appear able to speak in
telligently with words, one of
which fills an entire line.
Mr. Hughes is a gifted preacher.
He took for his text "Having eyes,
see ye not, and having ears, hear
ye not?" He quoted aptly thc
little rhyme “Pussy cat, pussy cat,
where have you been?" “I have
been to London to see thc Queen.”
“Pussy cat, pussy cat what saw
you there?" “I saw a little mouse
under her chair." She went to
London to see the Queen, but true
to her catty instinct, she saw only
the little mouse, under the chair.
He spoke of Jesus' prayer, when
in agony He called upon His
Father to glorify His name. “Then
came a voice from Heaven saying,
T have glorified it and I will glor
ify it again"—Some of the people
that stood by and heard it said
it thundered; others said “an
angel spoke to him.”
Some of us see the sublime and
beautiful things; others only the
commonplace things of life. Some
hear God's voice calling; others
merely thunder.
So Cymbrid
Hughes built his unforgetable ser
mon.
Some years ago my father and
I sailed past the Sugar Loaves off
North Haven. He asked me what
I saw In them! I saw the great
ledges beaten by the sea for cen
turies, covered with bird lime and
sea weed. He painted them in
glorious colors. I saw the rocks.
He saw a picture that touched his
very soul.
—William A. Holman.

24 Hour Service On All Makes of
Electric Refrigerators
ALBERT (MAC) MacPlIAIL
Service Man

PARKER E. WORREY
65 PARK ST.

Frigidaires

Radios Maytag Washers and Ironers
Du-O-Therm Heaters

county in the Knox County Spiritual
Recovery Crusade, opening in the
Community Building Sunday night
at 7.30.
• • • •
The Sunday morning worship serv
ice at the Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church wil be in charge of the pas
tor, Rev. Charles E. Brooks. Holy
Communion will be observed. The
vested choir under the leadership of
Mrs. Lydia Storer will furnish spe
cial musical numbers. Miss Carol
Gardner will play the organ.. The
Friendly Aden's Bible Class will meet
at 9.30 a. m.; the church school and
the Baraca Class will convene at
noon. The Epworth League will unite
in the union young people's service
to be held at the First Baptist
Church at 6.30 p. m. with “Laurie”
Taylor in charge. This church is co
operating in the Spiritual Recovery
Crusade to be conducted by “Charlie’’
and "Laurie" Taylor, beginning Sun
day evening at 7.30 o'clock, ln tht
Community Building Auditorium.

133‘lt

131-136

ARMISTICE

BARN DANCE
HURSDAY,NOV. 11
Auspices
VINSLOW-I1OLUKOOK POST, A.L.
DANCING 9 TO 1

COMMUNITY BUILDING

CDCE

$25 CASH DOOR PRIZE
75 OTHER DANCE PRIZES
TURKEY AND CHICKEN BEANO

LIW1

OLD AND NEW DANCES
11-PIECE ORCHESTRA
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
133-135

Added Comfort
is Yours

New Radio Talks

s R %.
J

sta

Russell Funeral Home

Sunday Advertiser,

land Awning Co., 16 Willow St,

ROCKLAND

TEL. 26-W

It is 100.000.000 times more power
ful than what is required for the hu
man ear to hear it.
Engineers tucked away in sound
proof rooms, experimenting day in
and day out with sound and with the
capacity of the human ear, in the
huge plant of the Philco Radio &
Television Corporation in Philadel
phia, have discovered this and many
other strange things about our sense
of hearing.
Carrying on a constant research in
accoustics and other aspects of sound
engineering, to give to the radio world
and the telephone business new prin! country. ”
------ ---He lately came
to ”
Maine pjgg and new ideas to improve sound
Mia6 Vada Clukey U occupying her arJ', VE W -_ of Gardiner,Jield
Orleans.
He brought I transmission
familiar desk in the tax collector's ■ Nation Tuesday night, followed by buf- nom «ew Orleans. He brought | transmis8lon, these scientists are
laminar oesx in tne tax collectors.
Members of P^ngs
Oeorge E Smrth- a!learning amazing things about the
offlce after an extended leave of at- j fet lunch and dancing,
Rockland boy who is one of the com sensitivity of the ear.
sence on account of ill health.
I tde I00®! Eost and Auxiliary who at‘
Smith and Townsend Take
pany's officials in Neponset.
They have found that the range
_____
( tended were Mr. and Mrs. John
At St. Peter's Church (EpiscopalI
Over Air Time Rsleased
from the faintest to the loudest
The Police Department made 290 Ranlett, Mrs. John Watts, Mrs Helen
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
Irene Dunn and Randolph Scott sounds perceptible to the human ear
arrests the past year, or two less thanj Johnson, Department Commander
By Father Coughlin
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
for the previous year. The arrests fcr. Oliver Hamlin, Lawrence Hamlin and have the featured roles ln “High. I is from one to three trillion power for the Sunday within the Octave
Wide and Handsome.” which will be units!
Rev Gerald L. K. Smith one time
intoxication numbered 160. Drunken j John Guistin.
of All Saints: Matins at 7.10; Holy
shown at Strand Theatre Sunday. The force at work in the faintest
associate
of the late Senator Huey
drivers apprehended 21. Lodging,
Communion at 7.30; church school
The doors of Community Building Monday and Tuesday. A story of oil, sound heard by the normal ear is so
provided 1660.
at 9.30; Holy Eucharist and sermon P. Long and Dr. Francis Townsend,
will be thrown open at 7 o'clock,and a struggle for wealth and power small that it would have to be mul- at 10 30.
has charted a "Billy Sunday Re
Belfast Journal- Mr and Mrs I Armistice night to accommodate the Wednesday and Thursday. "This Way | tiplied by two and one-half billion
• • • »
vival" over thc radio, starting Nov.
Jesse W Turner of Northport‘and, big crcwd which is sure to patronize Please/ with Charles Buddy Rogers times to equal the force required to
At the Littlefield Memorial Church 14, to “Fight Communism and Fas
Belfast are to be in Rockland this'the Legion ball. Tickets will be on and Mary Livingston; Friday and merely raisei a .pound weight,
Sunday morning at 10.30 Laurie
season. They have taken a house sale at the building and by members
,
° lnson ini One of the Philco scientific staff Taylor will preach. There will be cism.” He said that he had taken
I explains lt this way: Tf the lips of
there, for much of Mr. Turner's work of the American Legion. The Band “The Last Gangster."
special music. Church School at over the air time relinquished by
an averoge speaker are held within
is in Rockland. They have spent the is donating its services for Armistice
11.45. There will be a C. E. union Rev. Charles E. Coughlin. Detroit
At the Wednesday night meeting of1 a half inch of the ear of a person
summer and fall at thelr Northport Day, but it was necessary to pay the
meeting at the First Baptist Church radio priest, and would give 26 Sun
cottage at Kelley's Cove.
i expenses of several out of town mem- Rockland Townsend Club No. 1. j of normal hearing, the accoustlc pow- at 6.30 p. m. and union revival serv
day broadcasts.
- - - - and- —
bers and this has been graciously [ Benjamin —
Burkett
Warren J- 1 er which the ear receives is ten bil ices at the Community Building at
Smith, head of the “Committee of
MacFadden were elected delegates to lion times greater than the ear needs 7.30.
Mrs. O. G. Kalloch, former proprie- | done by Morris B. Perry.
One Million," which he paid W’ould
• « • •
the second district Townsend Con for mere perception of sound."
tor of Drift Inn at Martinsville, enters ,
------today upon her duties as caterer atT'nc Bates Bobkittens, closing their vention to be held Armistice Day in
At Ehe Uhiversallst Church Sun sponsor the radio talks, explained
the Knox Country Club (formerly thej season (n Lewiston at 2 p. m. today, Augusta. A bus has been engaged
BORN
day morning, 10.45 Dr. Lowe will his series would be based on an
Rcckland Country Club). She is well] Wiil be aiming to break a six game and will leave K. P. hall at 8 a. m. WATTS—At Knox Hospital. Oct 22. to preach on the subject “Life's Left- eight-point platform. ' He promised
and favorably known to the patrons, win £treak of the football representa- All who wish to go should notify the Mr and Mrs. Henry Watts ot Warren Overs," with music by the quartet to:
a son.
of that establishment, having previ- j tives {rom Maine Central Institute. committee at Dorman's shoe store,
choir. Church School sessions will be
Oppose concentration of power in
ously served there in that capacity.
The freshmen, who average 165 ar.d reservations will be made.
in the vestry at noon. Kindergarten tlie President’s hands.
MARRIED
pounds, have lost to Bridgton, 8-0.
Oppose Mr. Roosevelt's “tendency
WELLMAN-SELLERS—At Camden. Nov in the vestry during the morning
There were four tables at the card and won from Ricker Classical, 13-6.
The 1937 edition of A Yearbook of I 1. by Rev N F Atwood, Kenneth L service for children from 3 to 5 years to resist the high courts."
party at Odd Fellow’s hall Tuesday In their two games, the yearlings Railroad Information lies on the Wellman and Marlon P Sellers, both , of age.
Contest “the tendency to estab-,
ot Camden
afternoon, sponsored by Miriam Re j have shown potential power in run-1 Editor's desk brimming with statis- NOBLE-WELCH—At Thomaston.
• • • •
Nov
lish an industrial dictatorship ln tbe
4. by Rev H 8 Kilborn. Everett R
bekah Lodge with Mrs. Flora Post i nlng plays, have worked well on in-1 treat information regarding that
The National Education Week topic form of the wages and hours bill."
Noble of Blaine and Miss Alta Belle
Welch ot Thomaston
as hostess. The prizeswereawarded , termittant passing, and block well. | method of transportation. The total
for Sunday, “Can We Educate Foi
Oppose "the Nazification of agri
to Mrs.A. D. Morey. Mrs. Merle I Altliotigh their tackling leaves some-1 length cf all tracks operated by the
Peace." wlll be the theme of the culture."
DIED
Hutchinson. Mrs.Willis Anderson.j thing t0 pe desired, their sessions
railways, including main tracks, yard
sermon by Mr. Olds at the Congrega ■
Promote “the rising sentiment
Rockland.
Nov
4.
Mrs. Robert Long,Mrs. Annie Mor- agalnst the varsity should make them , tracks and sidings, amounted to COOMBS—At
Katherine a. Coombs, aged 71 years. tional Church. Tlie unified service against dictatorship being established
ton and Mrs. Helen Paladino.
rea,:y t0 glve the crack putsfleld out- 418.000 miles at the end of 1936. Of 8 months. 14 days. FXineral Sunday of public worship and church SChOC. in the name of democracy."
m. at 183 Llmerock street. Rev I ,
,
.
fit, a good afternoon's workout. Sam j this total mileage, about 95 percent Fat F2 pFowle
Fights for states’ rights.
of Winthrop officiating. In- i
at 10.30 a. tn. Tins will also be
The Rockland committee cf the Bey
terment in Vinalhaven
Communion Sunday, with the ComGlover, a Bates Freshman, is one’ of was operated by the Class I railways;
Support “the rapidly rising senti
Scouts of America will meet next
—At Rockland, Nov. 4. War- i
the Bobkittens, and is giving a good that is, by those companies whose in CROCKETT
against governmental en
ren H. Crockett, aged 77. Funeral munion following the sermon. Com- ment
Wednesday at 4.30 p m. in the Cham
Sunday at 1 p m.. Old County road rades of the Way will meet at 6.30 couragement now being given to all
dividual operating revenues amount
account cf himself.
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald officiating.
ber «of Commerce rooms. This is an
P. m. for an informal meeting, and j sorts of lawless groups, chief of which
to a million dollars or more annually. Interment ln Acnorn cemetery.
Important session and all ccmmlttc?
OOULD
—
At
Fresno.
Calif..
Oct.
30.
the discussion cn the five greatest | is the Committee for Industrial
Rockland High plays Morse High
members are urgently requested ty
Benjamin Frank Oould. formerly of
Friday was "Old Timers' Day” at Thomaston
I Organization headed by John L.
temptations of high school life.
and
Union,
aged
82
yeprs
in
Bath
Saturday
afternoon,
and
will
attend. Following is the list of men
• • • •
Rotary with vice president Henry Bird TEAGUE—At Warren. Nov. 4. Marv S
! Lewis."
including several new names having make a gallant struggle to get back ln the chair, Charles Sheldon in widow of Alpheus Teague, aged 70
“The Garden ol the Lord" will be
Fight against the United States
years.
6
months.
14
days.
Funeral
into
the
percentage
column.
Thurs

recently been added to the roster:
charge cf the program, and E. L. Monday at 2 o'clock from residence. Mr. MacDonald's subject at the First being drawn into a world war.
_
_
_.
Theodore Bird. Earle Gowell, Martin day’s Bath Times said: “The only Brown as speaker. The subject, “Re- Interment In Fairview cemetery.
CREAMER—At
waldoboro.
Nov
3. ' BaPtist Church Su"day morning. The
Graves, Raphael Sherman, Ralph football attraction in these parts SatCharles W. Creamer, aged 77 years ' choir, under the direction of Mrs.
finds Morse and j fle"tlons of Cther Days" was particU’
DON'T BE ALARMED
Wentworth, Parker Worrey, Knott urday afternoon
Funeral
Sunday
at
1.30
o'clock
at
larly appropriate and was greatly ap the Methodist Church. Winslow's
Mabel Squires, will sing. Church
Rockland
meeting
at
Kelley
field,
Rankin, A. J. Murray. Alan McAlary,
preciated, especially by the older Mills.
School, with classes for all ages, will Ga"jing Scunds From Hen House May
Basil Stinscn, H. P. Blodgett. Rev. at 2 p. m„ in a clash that looms as a members of the club. This paper will
meet at neon. A union young peo
Indicate Poultry Colds
highlight
for
this
section
of
the
Corwin Olds, Rev. J. Charles Mac
CARD OF THANKS
be published ln The Courier-Gazette.
ple's meeting will be held in this
Knowlton's Lunch located at No 11
Donald, Rev. Charles E. Brooks. State. Winners over Skowhegan, who Secretary Louis Walker was reported
St. will close Its doors this church at 6.30, under the leader
If ycu are awakened some frosty
George J. Cumming, Fred Trecartin, subsequently beat Cony, an out as on the mending hand. Visiting Myrtle
week, after 18 years of service to thc ship of Laurie Taylor. This church
morning by coughing and gasping
Joseph E. Blaisdell, John M. Richard standing team, the Rockland boys Rotarians were C. Kendall Hopkins public. Started by Clarence Knowlton
• vuv-.------ -. ------------ —,------- | shortly after the World Wai at 265 Mam unites with 18 other churches in the
son. Thomas Chisholm, David Beach. come to Bath confident o fturning and Gilbert Harmon of Camden Stu has been carried onby Mrs. Know.sounds emitting from your hen house,
ton for the past tlx years, due to Mr
back the locals. Their 7-6 battle with ,
Lutie Jones and Almon Young.
don't be alarmed.
He nry Howard of the Lions Club was Knowlton's duties keeping him at home,
a strong Gardiner eleven, last week-i
with a farm and milk business.
It may be cne of your hens suffer
a guest.
We wish to thank everyone who has
Mabelle L. Cross, tailoress has lo end, in which they were on the half-1
been associated with us In business, and
ing from infectious larnygotracheitis
to
all
those
who
for
the
past
18
years
dozen
end,
further
indicates
Shipping
i
cated at 406 Main St., over Crie
—a poultry cold—which H. L. Rich
we have had the pleasure of serving
Hardware Co., rooms formerly oc City boys have a hard row ahead of,
Hoping you all have a Merry Christmas
ardson, University of Maine exten
them.
Coach
'Hank'
Small
of
thej
and
Happy
New
Year.
cupied by Stanley Gregory. Tailoring,
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Knowlton.
sion poultryman, said was controll
Morsemen reports his squad came |
clothing repairing expertly done.
able by a vaccine in use for several
131*133 through the Hallowell fray in fine i
CARD OF THANKS
years.
/
I am deeply grateful to all those who.-i
physical condition and anticipates!
Richardson said hens, like humar.s,
kind thoughtfulness ln sending greet
closing
the
home
season
with
a
win
Committed Murder While He
ings aad gilts brought cheer In th’
contract common colds and sinus
hours passed as a patient at Knox Hos
Slept! Thrilling disclosures revealing over the Lime City visitors."
MORTICIANS
AMBULANCE SERVICE trouble which seriously reduce egg
pital. 1 am appreciative also of the
| ex 'e''rnt rare received from thc doct rs
the strangest detective story that
production.
hospital staff and attendants
Ambulance Service
ever really happened. Read the
Have a native, milk fed young turDaniel Munro.
facts long buried in the records of the ' key for Thanksgiving. Now taking
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
Waterproof truck covers and spray
CARD OF THANKS
French Secret Police, as told in the orders. Phone 717-M; or better still,
hoods
made to order. Old covers
I
want
to
thank
everyone
who
helped
TEL.
662
361-365
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
American Weekly Magazine, distri- come up and see those bronze beauln any way when the Lord took little
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
Mildred
home.
buted with the November 7th Boston j ties. Fred Derby, 467 Pleasant street.
119-tf
98tf
Her mother Mrs. Katherine Robinson

BURPEE’S

New Door Seals Installed At Very
Moderate Cost

Qficre h flothinq 'finer than a Strumberq-fariujii

*

AM

•

with D&H Anthracite
The extra heal you obtain when burning D&H
Cone-Cleaned Anlliracilc is the way to gain added

comfort—more convenience—plus economy in fuel
consumption.
Order D&ll Anthracite today—

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
TELEPHONE 487,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
37 5$

THE

FUEL FOR

COMFORT

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers
93 Exchange Street
Pcrtland,

Maine
establisbrd 1854

Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, Tbe Thorndike Hotel

18-19T<V8tf

At«

PLHDtR

t, A

TO A CHERISHED
MEMORY
Ycur remembrance of a departed
loved one can best be material
ized by an appropriate monu
ment. Carved frcm carefully se
lected marble or granite, and fit
tingly inscribed, such a memorial
will permanently identify the
final resting place. Our book of
designs offers many suggestions
for your consideration.

1

WILLIAM
E DORNANi
SON
's
\
\
• ■■ .
CEMETERY'1 MEMORIALS
EAST UNION end THOMASTON

NINETY-EIGHTH DIVIDEND
Owners cf Installment Shares cf Rockland Loan and Building As
sociation are now receiving thc NINETY-EIGHTH SEMI-ANNUAL
DIVIDEND at the rate of FOUR PER CENT PER ANNUM. These
shares may be obtained at any time and paid for at thc rate of $1.00
per month an cach share.
DIVIDENDS
Dividends are added to these payments every six months and have
never been leas than FOUR PER CENT per annum.
PREPAID SHARES
A NEW FEATURE. Prepaid Share Certificates are issued for a
cash payment of $260.00 per share. Semi-annual dividends on these
share < at the rate of THREE PElt CENT per annum are paid in
cash In April and October.
Some of your neighbors have been dealing with u» for a half cen
tury. Ask them.

Rockland Loan and BuildingROCKLAND,
Association
MAINS
18 SCHOOL STREET,

124Stf

Fvery-Otber-Day
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A DEFENDER OF COMMUNISM

Expert
pert Methods May Help &-----------------------------------------------------r -.■■■■i ■----- ---------------c
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HARRIET A. BIKER

Harriet Adelia Hall was bom at
Glen Cove, in what was then a portion of the town of Camden, on Oct,

Maine-Grown

(Continued from Page One)
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the nucleus of a united Peoples
Party.
Such
a
party
will Include
1843 daughter of Capt. Ezekiel
Potatoes
Communist gives warning? Whence farmer and all other movements de- and Jane S. i Kendall) Hall, the
| does it come? What is its cause? voted to true progress. Of greatest
Tabulation of more than 4.000 con
eighth of ten children who weTe
What is its remedy? In the autumn importance is the correct affiliation
sumer research potato question; of 1929. an economic hurricane blew of a labor-party to middle-class ele horn to this couple, one of whom, I
aires voluntarily filled out by visitors
dewn $50,000,000,000 worth of market ments and movements. The retail the youngest. Woodbury E. Hall, is
from 20 states at the Eastern States
•values and swept some 15.000 000 trading class must be made to under still living, residing in Charlton,
workers from the mills and factories stand that thelr compel,, pros. Mass.
Exposition, reveals that housewives
into the streets to sleep under news- parity is dependent upon the uni
She was married June 25. 1864. at
want to see the spuds before they
papers and feed from garbage cans versal prosperity of the working
Belfast, to Richard Parks Buker
buy them, Charles M. White, chief
[And now after eight years, several people.
whom she had never personally met.1
of the Division of Markets, said to
millions are half living on relief
Opposition
to
labor organizing
day. Nearly one half chose the open
Also the rapid rise of prices and the mov7men7' whose "purpose' is to before the day of her marriage, but
inflation of credit threaten another raise wages to the highest living with whom she had corresponded and
mesh bag as the container they most
they had become known to each other
1929.
preferred with the 15 pound box run
standards of Income, is a fatal blun
through mutual friends. They lived
der.
For
it
ls
a
prosperous
working
ning in second place. Boxes of 6
Modem labor-saving machinery people with large pay-rolls who together happily as husband and
carefully selected and wrapped bak
with its tvast capacity for mass pro bring trade to the merchant class.. wife for over 66 years, as Mr. Buker
ers received a good vote as did the
duction throws an enormous quantity Accordlnglv. communists urge the dled Apr“ 10 1931 TW° chlldren
10 and 5 pound packages.
of goods upon the market and at the mlddle.clas5 t0
thelr interests were 6001 t0 ,hem a SOn’ AlblOn H
same time returns to the worker a ' with that of a farmer-labor move Buker. born in Maryland, who Jdied
'•The figures prove that the modern
wage that will enable him to buy ment. For the same reason, the far in December. 1931. and a daughter
housewife is just as fastidious about
only a relatively small proportion of mers should support a labor move Ethel M. Buker born in Boston, who
potatoes as other products and are
died when she was but three years
the goods for sale. Increasing de
ment because a maximum prosperity
a splendid argument for most hand
velopment of labor-saving machinery of city workers will bring the great of age.
ling and grading and consumer size
The early married life of Mr. and ,
| with <its consequent forcing of un- est prosperity to the farmers.
packages," said Mr. White.
Mrs. Buker was spent in Maryland. '
j employment, mounting prices and
The Communist Party gives its
In the Maine building a special ex
I diminishing ratio of wages to the
where they lived on the "Eastern
strongest support to all movements
hibit was set up and sample boxes
Lew Ayres. Mary Carlisle and John Howard, the three voung stars of ,
. .
,
,
, ■
I prices of goods on sale, are the con- to promote old age and disability Shore" on the Choptank River and
of spuds were given to those who I“Hold 'Em Navy," the new football romance. A special children's matinee
,
j
....... .
.
dltions of chrontlc depression and pensions but it will not accept any Virginia, living near thp Raopahan-1
filled out the questionnaires. A large Tuesday at 4 o'clock.—adv.
F
final collapse of large-scale machine items of sale6-tax measures that may nock River at Essex. While they lived
majority preferred the U. S No. 1 ---------------------------------production. Tlie remedy is as ob
in the South. Mr. Buker was en
grade and the U. S. No. 1-A size.
——
be identified with such movements.
vious as lt is imperative.
gaged. from September to June of
The closed brown paper bag and the
A sales-tax for old age pensions is a
The buying or consuming power of
each year, in cutting ship timber with
U. S. Commercial grade received but
device to tax the half-paid to sup
the
people
must
be
raised
to
equal
scattered votes. Connecticut, Rhode
port the wholly unpaid. Old-age his father and brother.
thelr productive power. This is the one
After living in the South for about
Lsland. Vermont, Massachusetts, and
pensions must be levied upon corflve
years, they went to Boston, where
A
stirring
tale
of
American
life
in
even
his
life,
his
wife
learns
of
his
and
only
solution
of
the
problem
New York led in ihe number of visit
.
poratlon and other higher incomes
the nineteenth century comes to life danger At once she realizes that
Z?ge™be,ra?ed,t°.enable and. to accomplish this, all old-age Mr Buker was the proprietor of a
ors to the booth.
market on Cambridge street for about [
As the result of a potato marketing with a beautiful love story and lovely her love for the man who has ig the people to buy all that is for sale pension groups must contact pro
five years They went from Boston:
nored
her
ls
more
powerful
than
the
on
the
market.
Second
—
hours
of
program now active under the direc music in Paramount's "High. Wide a„ure Qf earnh,al exUtence. and |n
gressive groups who are moving
to Skowhegan, where Mr. Buker was
labor
must
be
so
reduced
as
to
pro

tion of the Maine Development Com
towards a peoples party.
and Handsome."
a thrilling climax site rushes back vide employment for all who would
engaged in the grist mill business
•
•
•
•
mission the 1937 crop is going into
The main figures in tlie romance to his arms.
otherwise be depribed of employment
The Communist Party gives its Coming to Rockland, they bought the
the markets ln trade marked con
about
which
the
film
is
woven
are
This
romance,
with
its
hectic
interby
labor-saving
machinery.
Third
support
to the relief measures that Joseph Kirkpatrick place on upper
tainers with consumer size packages
Irene Dunne and Randolph Scott, ludes of struggle of the farmers who —prices must fall as the productivity are now in effect. These measures Camden street, adjoining the Silsby1
in great demand.
The love story is that of Scott and want to make their discovery avail- ci labor rises.
while painfully inadequate must be greenhouse property, where Mr. ]
Miss Dunne, who are a determined able to the world against the outThese are the measures that are maintained until normal industry Buker engaged in farming, special
NORTH HAVEN
Pennsylvania farmer and a gay and side interests which threaten the necessary to overcome overproduc- reaches a development where lt can izing in celery for the Rockland mar- 1
They project, is supported by the haunt- lion and industrial depression and to provide employment and an adequate kel and sh‘PPin«
PcultrV. veals
Mr and Mrs. Albert Beverage, Vir beauteous carnival singer.
etc, to the Boston market.
meet,
fall
in
love
at
once,
and
are mg melodies of the Kern score, which establish industry on a basis of un income to all unemployed.
ginia Beverage and John Beverage
Mrs Buker was connected with
iversal and permanent prosperity,
This brief review shows that the
returned home Monday from a married just before oil is discovered is Closely woven into all the film.
what
was then known as the West
on Scott's farm. In his excitement
There is tremendous excitement in
- - • .
Communist Party is the vanguard of
visit with Mrs. Beverage’s sister
Camden (now Glen Covel Sunday
over
the
exploitation
of
hls
find,
the
historical
tale
of
the
farmers
What
are
the
measures
proposed
a
great
political
movement
to
unite
and other relatives in East Holden.
School and later was a member of the
John Crockett and Neil Burgess Scott neglects his bride, whose dis- driven to battle in their attempt to by Communism to establish these all progressive political groups into a
Kings Daughters, the Mutual Benefit
appointment
at
the
outcome
of
her
lay
a
pipe
line
from
their
farms
to
conditions?
All
Communists
and
the
united
peoples'
party
which
will
bring
were in Rockland Thursday on busi
marriage, added to her lack of sym- the refineries in the East. Several Communist Party in all of their prop- universal prosperity and well being Society, the Glen Cove Study Club
ness.
and the Social Center. She was a
An encouraging word is received pathy with the quiet life of the farm of the most thrilling fight scenes a8anda and activities urge the ex to the nation. The only methods pro
charter member of Penobscot Viewthis week from Dr. Woodman. While causes her to run away, back to the ever filmed take place between these creise only of those democratic posed are those provided by those con
Grange. P of H.. at Glen Cove, as
he continues in ill health there are glamor and turbulent life of the car- men. armed with picks and crowbars rights and powers that are the oon- stitutional rights and powers that are
against teamsters brandishing black- stitutlonal authority of every Amer:- the heritage’ole7ery American citi well as Knox Pomona and Limerock
signs of returning strength and re nival.
As Scott becomes more involved in snake whips; and the battle royal can citizen. Communists support zen slnce the foundation of the re Valley Pomona Granges, and held
covery. Mrs. Woodman and her
ptinciplea.
public. Communists struggle not to offices in the first and last named.
daughter Mrs. Lawrence Grant are the running of his new business, and ln which a circus troupe join forces
has
a
run-in
with
rich
interests
with
the
farmers
is
a
standout
among
Trade
union
actlon-to
promote
1
destroy but t0 safeguard all of the She was always active and much in
staying in Portland to be near him.
Mrs"” Edna" (Calderwood)*' ButMm WhiCh threaben hu enterprise and .fight sequences.-adv
their necessary measures, all of the rights and powers of American de terested in the work of the Orange,
and she and her husband celebrated
workers in the incorporated indus mocracy.
whose hand was badly injured when
tries must be organised so as to vest
It is true that Communist politics ! the 60111 anniversary of their marcaught recently ln an electric wash- *s a sourc“ of regret to pupils, school
WARREN
equal democratic authority with egch are based on the principle of the ulti- na«c.at Penobscot View Grange hall,
er has returned home from the hos committee and other friends. A newNeighborhood prayer meetings are member of every labor union. Only mate conversion of Incorporated capi- 'in 1924
pital. Her mother. Mrs. Frank Cal principal ls being sought for the
She and the lat< Charlotte C.
local school.
being held in various homes this in this way can the workers estab- tai into social property From the
derwood. remains with her.
•
•
»
•
month,
as
part
of
the
County
Rells21
^e
principle
of
collective
barviewpoint
of
Communism,
the
future
Rhod
*s *'ere responsible for the orWorship Sunday will be at II
ligious Crusade Women in charge KSintng that is necessary to negotiate existence of the nation, based on an K^ization of the Descendants of EbMrs. Jennie Lermond
o'clock with sermon by the pastor
increasing wealth of mass_ production i enezer Hal1- who was killed
the
and singing by the choir under the
After a lingering illness of many ‘are Mrs. Martha Welch. Mrs. Jennie an equitable scale of wages and______________________
"
The first
at -----Matinicus
leadership of Barbara Stone. Sun months Mrs. Jennie Lermond died Kenniston. Mrs Susie Oxton and worlting hours with thelr employers. , bringing universal prosperity, is en- ’ 'Indians
day School at 10 o'clock. Young Peo Tuesday at her home here. Mrs. Mrs. Nelson Moore. Meetings have Communist politics—The Com- | tireiy dependent upon this conversion reunion was held in 1906. and she
ple’s Hour at 7. There will be pre Lermond was a native of this town. been held afternoons at the homes munist Party recognizes progressive of incorporated capital into social att€nded practically every reunion
sented a play entitled "Sorry To Meet daughter of Capt. William H. Banks of Mrs. M. R. Robinson. Mrs. Thomas an<i reactionary leanings and group- property Without this change, the hut the last. She was a life memYou Sir!’’ Everybody is invited to be and Lucretia (Arey) Banks and was Simpson, Mrs. Mary Richmond. Mrs ln6s in both the Democratic and Re- mighty forces of wealth production ^r of Oolden Rod Chapter. OES.
present. These meetings are grow bom on Oct. 7, 1866. Upon her mar Effie Hysler, Mrs. Martha Welch and Publican parties. It will encourage will decline and revert to the social of Rockland, and also a member of
and support the progressive groups poverty and serfdom of a Fascist the Ftrst Church of Christ. Scientist,
ing in interest. The new boiler to riage to Mr. Lermond she continued Miss Mary E. Kalloch.
Rockland, and the Maine ThreeDinner will be served at the E. A and expose the reactionary groups. feudalism.
the heater in the parsonage has to make her home here.
Quarter
Century Club having attend
Starrett
Auxiliary,
S.U.V..
by
Miss
Communist
Party
proposes
the
been installed by Messrs. Baird and
In the development of this indus
A fine character, a woman of faith
Crockett and is a source of great in God and interest in the Church Ida Stevens. Mrs. Mabel Mills and formation of a labor party based on trial transformation, the Communist ed each of the annual meetings of the
comfort to the occupants of the and all good things, she will ever be Mrs. May Rokes. Members not so- 'ab°r-unlon organization as a funda- Party observes a present and future latter, including this year's session at
Ellsworth.
parsonage.
| remembered for her cordial and liclted are requested to furnish mental necessity of industrial and policy. During the next impending
Mrs. Buker was taken ill a short
sweets.
*
soclal
progress.
• • • •
depression when trade fails, factories
genuine friendships, her kindness,
time before her 94th birthday anni
Mrs.
Grace
Wyllie
was
guest
Wed-1
•
•
•
.
wlll
be
closed
and
workers
discharged.
j
cheerfulness,
courage
and
patience
New Superintendeent Elected
nesday of Mr. and Mrs. John Ler- Prom 0,6 vle«rPOint of all Comversary and was not able to sit up
At a meeting of the joint school with which she endured pain with mond at^North Haven, and attended munists- this labor-party will form
(Continued on Page Five)
on that date, but on that day and the
committee in Vinalhaven last Tues a smile. In the Church, Unity
day before she received from friends
the funeral services Thursday for
"
—
Guild
and
Sisterhood
no
one
had
day George Bragdon who for three
and relatives numerous calls, cards
Jennie
Lermond.
Chester
Wyllie
work
the
ifirst
degree
on
one
canWEST
WASHINGTON
years has been the principal of the been more highly esteemed. There also attended the funeral.
[ didate for the host lodge. Supper will J
■■■ —
and remembrances, which made tlie
North Haven High School was elected was always a large place in her
occasion pleasant to her. She had
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
D
Rowe
are
precede
the
meeting,
served
by
Oeorge
Miss
Anna
Hibbert,
a
graduate
of
superintendent of the district which heart for the old Church at Pulpit
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Eaton Buck. Emerson W. Perkins and Ed- Knox Hospital passed her examina- not been ill long, and, though prac
Harbor,
and
during
the
summer
takes in North Haven, Vinalhaven,
in Reading, Mass. Mr. Rowe attended
Gammon.
, tion for a registered nurse at Au- tically blind for some years, had been
and Swan's Island succeeding E. A. months whenever she was able was
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will Initiate [
and haB 8 P06*11011 fo New York, able to be up and about the house
the meeting of the New England Su
delighted
to
attend
services
there,
Smalley whose continued illness has
perintendents
Association
held
three
candidates
Monday
night.
j
Mr.
and Mrs. Austin Ames. Miss until within a few weeks of her de
necessitated his release from these She also took great pleasure ln the
Thursday and Friday in Boston.
Fred
Wyllie
is
ill.
Lucy
Davis
and Mrs. Eugene Gordon mise.
services
coming
to
her
over
the
alr.
duties. Mr. Bragdon will take up
Her memory was good and she took
The
girls'
soft
ball
series
was
com

Mrs. Seth ,Rand returned to Rye,
Warren visited last Saturday with
his residence in Vinalhaven.
ji She loved the out-of-doors, flowers
much interest in all that was going
pleted
Tuesday
at
High
6chool
with
a
N.
H„
Wednesday
after
passing
a
few
Mrs.
Cora
Deering.
During the time he has been here I and Sardens, and was greatly appreon, having in mind things of the
Mr Bragdon has been successful in dative of the flowers sent to her game between the Red Sox. and the days at the home of Mr and Mrs.1 Wilford Turner is the first to get
present as well as the past. After
!
a
deer
in
this
locality
—
he
shot
a
Giants,
the
score
35
to
31.
Emerson
W.
Perkins.
hls principalshlp and his departure during the past few months.
her eyesight failed, she much en
High School boys began Thursday Miss Cora Robinson was hostess at [ 100-pound doe.
________________________________ I For 11 years, with Mr. Lermond she
a
series
of
five
games
in
tag
footI had spent the winters ln Florida,
a party Wednesday night, several of ] Frederick WeUman has returned joyed her radio and had looked for
where a few years ago Mr. Lermond ball. The Thursday game was_a tie j the guests appearing in costume Re- | home from Knox Hospital where he ward to listening to the Sunday
between the Redskins and the Bears, freshments were served. Present underwent an operation for appen- broadcasts of Class 13 ln Portland,
built a home.
of which she was a radio member.
Mrs. Carrie R. Smith will resume were Mrs. Lula Libby, Mrs. Doris dicitls.
Besides her husband, deceased Is
While her activities had been necesher
duties
Monday
at
the
Knox
Maxey.
Mrs.
Mabel
Mills
and
Mrs.
survived by two daughters, Mrs.
___ Quick! use this
Mrs. Cleber Cooley a surgical pa- sarily curtalled in recent years, she
County
Trust
Co.,
after
two
weeks'
J
Laura
Copeland
of
this
place.
Mrs.
Carrie
Nichols
of
Rockland,
Mrs.
specialized aid for
I Fred Fernald and Mrs. Joseph Maxey tient at Knox Hospital is gaining was a woman of strong personality
nose and upper
Elda Long of South Portland; and vacation.
and will be able to return home soon. and one who was an active partici
throat.. .where most
Mrs. Mary (Meserve) Teague who of Thomaston.
one son John Lermond. in business
colds start. Helps
Ernest Wellman is at his home pant in what was going on in those
has
been
ill
several
years,
died
Thurs

The Jolly Five met Wednesday with
with his father in North Haven; also
prevent many colds.
from Whitinsville, Mass.
things in which she was interested.
day. at her home, aged 70.
Mrs. Abbie Stickney.
several nephews.
She died Oct. 27 and funeral serv
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pearl
Hibbert
visited
Mrs.
Henry
Watts
and
infant
son
Funeral services were held in the
A sale sponsored by the Congrega
Thoroughfare Church Thursday con returned home Monday from Knox tional Ladies’ Circle will be held in Portland the past week with their ices took place at her late residence,
256 Camden street, the following Fri
ducted by Rev. Henry F. Huse. The [ Hospital,
Thursday afternoon, with supper at son Donald Hibbert.
Mrs. Pearl Whittier of Jefferson is day afternoon, Harold F. Spear. C. S„
floral tributes were numerous and of Speaking of the meanest thief 6 o'clock and entertainment at 7.30.
great beauty and there was a large what about this? On Hallowe'en j The latter will be held in the church caring for her grandchildren while officiating and Rev. J. Charles Mac
attendance of friends and relatives. night someone took the steps away j auditorium, and will consist of a lec- her daughter Mrs. Cooley is in the Donald, pastor of the First Baptist
Vinalhaven & Rockland
Church, making the prayer and pro
Burial was in the Sea View cem from Mrs. Abbie Wooster's front door, ture, and 10 slides on “Wildest hospital.
nouncing the benediction. Burial was
Steamboat Co.
etery. The bearers were A. W. upset a small outbuilding, and broke Africa.’’
in the family lot at Sea View Ceme
THE DUKE WILL TALK
Ames, Zenas C. Burgess, James Mc several lights of glass In her bam.
ROCKLAND
tery and the bearers werc Dr. Lloyd
“Aunt” Abbie is 100 years old. and Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
Donald and Herman W. Crockett.
nearly blind. Had she tried to go of all kinds. Power machin: stitch Windsor WIU Broadcast To American M. Richardson, Charles E. Gregory.
FOR THANKSGIVING
out of doors before the loss of the ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn People On Arrival In This Country Karl E, Packard and Edwin E. Mills.
Effective Sept. 16, 1937
Beautiful flowers were testimonials
steps was found, it would have been ing Co.. 16 Willow St.
Service To:
Chickens
and
Fowl
Are
Plentiful
But
The
Duke
of
Windsor,
broadcasting
of
the regard in which the deceased
serious
for
her.
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
greetings to the American public on was held by relatives, friends, neighFresh Eggs Scarce
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
Donald Cummings of Rockland
DR. F. S. POWERS
SWAN'S ISLAND, AND
Nov. 12, the day after his arrival in bors and the organizations to which
With Thanksgiving Day approach shot a spike horn buck Wednesday
FRENCHBORO
this country, will come to a micro she belonged.
Dentist
ing. a ‘‘good supply” of chickens and in this locality.
FALL SCHEDULE
phone for the first time since his fa
In addition to her brother Mrs.
CAMDEN
WARREN
fowl was reported in Maine markets
The first meeting of the Ann HasHours
TEL. 10-4 mous farewell address as King last Buker was survived by four grand
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
by the marketing report of the State seltine Guild was held yesterday at
Daily 9.00-4.30
Evenings and December. A 15-minute period has children. Mrs. Marguerite Mueller of
A. M.
P. M. Department of Agriculture.
the home of Mrs. Grace Wyllie, the Sat. 9.00-12.00
weekends
9.00 Arr. Rockland,
Lv.2.15 The report said “really fresh eggs newly appointed counselor.
133*&145 been set aside for the talk, to come Missoula. Mont., Philip G. Buker,
8.00 Arr. North Haven, Lv. 3.25
from Washington:
now in Pennsylvania Richard Ken
Emerson W. Perkins, district depu
7.00 Arr. Stonington,
Lv. 4.35 are hard to find in Augusta and Ban
So far three networks. WJZ-NBC, dall Buker. residing in Oregon and
6.00 Lv. Swan’s Island, Arr. 5.10 gor with no "surplus" in the Portland ty, and his assistants. Capt. Charles
WABC-CBS and WOR-MBS have Genevieve M. Buker. a practicing
ALFRED M. STROUT
Read Up
Read Down Market.
Young, Emerson O. Perkins and Ed
announced they will carry the talk at lawyer in Boston, residing in Hing
Shlpped-ln vegetables were report win Gammon, completed Wednesday
VINALHAVEN LINE
Insurance
A. M.
P. M. ed "much higher” although "trade the installation of the offlcers for Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines 7 p. m. It probably will go out on ham, Mass. She was also survive by
the short waves also, making it avail three great grandchildren Dorothy
Mariner Lodge, I.O.OF., Round Pond.
9.20 Arr. Rockland
Lv. 2.15
generally ls rather dull.”
THOMASTON, MAINE
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Arr. 3.20
able to tuners-in almost any place in J. Mueller, Normagene and Virginia
Samaritan Lodge. I.O.OF., will be
McIntosh apples are "bringing fair
lOOStf
111-tf
the world including the British Isles. Buker,
guest tonight of Warren Lodge, and
prices.”

Popularize

HORIZONTAL
1-Time gone by
5-Watch ribbone
9-Decorates
12-Mountain in Armeni?
14- Negative
15- Produced
17- Egyptian sun-god
18-Scout
20- Cornered
21-Cook in fat
22- Afternoon party
24- Large truck
25- The sheltered side
26-Cured, as meat
28- Saucy
29- lnvade suddenly
30- Cog-wheel
21-GiH's name
32-Longs for
34- Guided
35- Constellation
36- Creck letter

51

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12- Seaport in Arabia
13- Crimson
16-A metal
19-Longed for
21-Weasel-like animals
'3-A Finnish island
25-Depart
27- To lash
28- A vegetable
30- A fruit (pi.)
51-Carried
31- United
VERTICAL
32- Crop of a bird
1- Kitchen utensil (pi? 33- Mariner
2- Cliooses as one’s owr. 35-Stake in cards
3- Vcry
37- Otherwise
38- Place
4- Attempt
39- A month (abbr.)
5- Hobby
41-Brief letter
6- Conjunction
7- Ancient military cap 43- Flying mammal
44- Pen-point
8- Remain
47-Flve hundred one
10-lnsect egg
49-Dcpart
’1-Walted upon

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
times (Poet.)
38- Breaks suddenly
40-Wrongdoing
42- Fifty-one
43- Among
45-Behold
43-Prim
48-Faucet
50- Publish

37-Old

(Solution lo previous puzzle)

VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Sylvia McEachern and daugh
ter Lyle, who have been visiting Mr
and Mrs, William Benner, returned
Monday to Greenville.
Stephen Kessel of Rcckland was
recent guest of relatives in town.
Alex Christie is in New York for a
few days.
C. L. Boman and C. C. Webster
returned Monday from Augusta. Thev
also attended the ball game ln Lew
iston.
The So and So's met Friday night
with Mrs Ethelyn Trefrey. cards
featuring the entertainment. A lob
ster luncheon was served.
Mrs Max Conway was in Rockland
Monday to meet Mr Conway who
returned from the Great Lakes where
he had been employed on the yacht
Meridian.
Lyford Coombs has returned from
Rockland where he served on Grand
Jury.
Moses Webster Lodge will hold an
nual meeting, election of offlcers and
inspection of the work. Nov. 9
At the meeting of Pleasant River
Grange Wednesday night flve candi
dates received the degrees.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar
have returned from a week’s visit
with relatives in Rockland.
Mrs Nellie Noyes ol Portland was
guest last weekend of Mrs. Ethelyn
Trefrey.
Mrs. Elizabeth Earte of Philadel
phia. Pa is a visitor at the home of
her son. Dr. Ralph Earle.
The Seniors, have received their
class rings.
Mrs. Wilbur Gerry and daughter
Mrs. Albert Carver went Monday to
Easton.
Mr. and Mis. Herbert Sanborn re
turned Monday to Waterville, having
been guests Sunday of his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Sanborn.
The Silent Sisters met Thursday
afternoon for supper at the home of
Mrs. E. M. Hall.
Don’t forget to attend the Grand
Snowflake Ball at Memorial Hall.
Nov. 11. under the auspices of the
American Legion and Auxiliary. Mu
sic by the Yankee Clipper Orchestra.
Harold Vinal has closed his sum
mer home “The Moors" and with
his mother Mrs. George Vinal and
aunt Miss Lucy Lane, left Thursday
for Boston. Later Mr. Vinal will
return to New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Kneeland and
George Edwards of Lincoln, who were
at Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Macintosh’s
on a visit, returned.

£ R C.T TV|

Up?
T_l E DI [PE C N SflP ElOlC
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Mrs Albert Wooster was a Rock
land visitor Wednesday.
The Junior choir under the direc
tion of Evelyn Hali added much to
the evening meeting Sunday at
Union Church. Miss Ruth Arey was
soloist and Miss Louise Burgess, or
ganist.
L. Carver Relief Corps, previous to
its meeting Tuesday partook of a sup
per served by: Annie Benner. Lillian
Gregory and Rebecca Arey. The mys
tery package went to Inez Conant.
Beano featured the evening's enter
tainment Mrs Madeline Smith was
awarded the largest number of
prizes. Andrew Cassie and William
Benner were guests of honor. The
Corps will hold a parcel post and
cake sale Dec. 7 in the Grand Army
looms, Memorial hall. The sale of
parcel post packages which are gifts
to the Corps by out of town people is
a new idea and will be placed on
sale unopened as they came through
the mail. Some of the finest soloists
ln town will be heard at the meet
ing in December All members are
requested to be present.
Friends and neighbors had a pleas
ant time recently at the home of Mrs.
Nathan Arey in observing her birth
day aniversary. A chicken dinner was
served. Mrs. Arey was the recipient
of many nice gifts. Those present
besides the hostess were Mrs. Wood
bury Dean. Mrs. Henry Newbert,
Mrs. Burton Lawry, Mrs. George
Lawry. Mrs. Herman Holbrook and
son Kenneth.
“Say, looky hya. Rastus, you know’
what you're doin’? You is goin'
away fo' a week and they ain’t a
slick of wood cut fo' de house."
“Well, what you all whinin' about,
woman? I ain’t takin’ de ax wid
me, am I?”

RFADTHEADS

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern In every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Booklet

on
Application

H. H. Mase
Manager

HOTEL

June ts
October

GRALYNN
Corner Second Street

Hotel
Masclynn
Stamtnra
Del. Co.

and First A venae

N. Y.

Moderate Pates

Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
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Rev. and Mrs. John W. Hyssong are
entertaining Deacon and Mrs. John
Bradford and Deacon and Mrs. Lin
wood Newcomb of Newport. N. J.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle has set
Dec. 15 as the date of its Christmas

Mrs. Alfred Storer has returned
from a visit with her mother in May's
Landing, N. J.
Thomas L. Richards is on a hunt
ing trip in Aroostook County.
Mrs Anna McLaughlin is in Wind, ,jam whfrp shp
pflss the wintpr

sale and supper.
Miss Dorothy Muir has been tn
Mr. and Mrs. Eben York and son ; Frenchboro called by the illness of
Eben have returned to Maybrook, her father. Rev. William Muir.
N Y.. after a visit with his mother.
Mrs. j€Ssie Achorn is visiting relaMrs. Ethel York.
, tives jn Chelsea. Mass.
Russell Staples has returned from L F. W. Scott returned Sunday from
Knox Hospital where he received I the Memorial Hospital. Damariscotta
throat treatment and is making where he has been recovering from
speedy recovery at his home at High the result of an accident.
land Square.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Buckley and
Mrs. Nellie Morton has closed her Miss Jane Adams of Portland have
home on Summer street and is in , been guests of Miss Marcia Blaney.
Boston for the winter.
i A cooking school sponsored by the
Central Maine Power Company
Mrs. Adelbert Walker and guests wrs h#w Wednesday afternoon in |
Mrs. H A Nash and daughter Laura-the Methodigt VM(ry This ls ,he
of East Weymoutn Mass., were en flrst of a series under the supervision
tertained at dinner Saturday night of Miss Ruth Cluff of Rockland.
at the home of Mrs. Grace Cooper.
Mr. and Mrs George Greenlaw reMrs. Clarence S. Beverage and Hon. cenUy v,slled frlends ln Albion
Obadiah Gardner of Augusta were
Mrs. I. T. Marple has returned
guests Saturday at the home of Mr. from a visit in Arlington. Mass.
and Mrs. Charles S. Gardner.
Miss Lila Hopkins of Plymouth is
Alice Baker. Albert Baker and visiting friends here this week
John Cavanaugh were among the
Thirty-four members and guests
children attending the Halloween were present at the meeting of tlie
party in Camden given by Lyndall Roman's Club held for the flrst time
Upton, grandson of Chief and Mrs. j [n tbp Community Club building. The
Allen Payson. The house was at- injer|or has been tastefully decotractively decorated for the occasion. rated and electrlc ]ighu installed. |
Ice cream, cake and cookies were making an attractive meeting place,
served by Mrs Allen Payson and gUpt/A. D. Gray was the guest speak
ers. Douglass Payson. Alice Baker pr taking as subject "Health Among
was the highest winner, scoring in j g^ool Children." Time was devoted
the apple bobbing and cat contests. durjng ,de business meeting to plans
Other guests were Mary and Charles for the annua] Red Cross ron call
Hendricks of Camden.
; sponsored by the Club Tea was
Mr.s. H. A. Nash and daughter ! served by the hostesses. Mrs. Lee.
Laura returned Sunday to East ' Mrs. Magee. Mrs. Potter and Mrs
Weymouth. Mass., after a brief visit Mitchell. The next meeting will be
with Mrs Adelbert Walker, Mrs. I an Armistice Day observance in
Walker accompanied them home and charge of Mrs. Marion Proelich.
will remain thelr guest for a few
-----------------days before proceeding to Brooklyn.
EAST WALDOBORO
N Y., to spend the winter with her
Miss Jessie Miller of North Wal
sister Mrs. Maude Stahl.
doboro was a visitor Wednesday at
Rev and Mrs. N. P Atwood at
the home of Mrs. O. Bowden
tended Tuesday the annual meeting
Mrs. E. M. Dudley. Miss Helen
of the Christian Civic League in
Rines and Miss Leona Rines of Port
Bangor
land were recent guests at J. A.
Baptist Church, John W. Hyssong. Rines.
pastor: Morning worship will be at
Mrs. Regina Carter and son Hart
11 o’clock, sermon by the pastor;
well of Medomak visited Friday at
subject, "Believing in the Atone
J. X. Flanders.'
ment;" 12 noon. Bible school with
Miss Greta Walden of Togus. and
classes for all ages; 6 p. m. Chris
tian Endeavorers will meet at the Mlss TracV °f Augusta made a visit
church and then go to Rockland to Sunday at the home of Miss Myrtie
attend the young peoples' service at Reever Mrs Herman Castner of the
the First Baptist Church at 6.30. The vU1Me was guest there last Saturday, j
7 o'clock service will be omitted and ' Mr. and Mrs Henry Wilson were
the community is urged to attend the at home from Hollis Center last
Spiritual Recovery Crusade service at weekend.
Mrs Annie Mank. Mrs. Tina Scott
Community Building ln Rockland at
Mrs. Teresa Munro and Mrs. Mae
730
Wiley attended the Auxiliary meeting ,
At the 11 o'clock service of the
Tuesday in East Friendship.
Methodist Church Sunday the pas
H. B. Bovey and Miss Phyllis '
tor. Rev. N. F. Atwood will preach a
Bowers were Thomaston visitors
sermon appropriate to Armistice Day
Monday.
using as his subject The Path to
Mrs. Laura Orff is with her daugh
Peace." and at the 7 p. m. service
ter, Mrs. Dora Whitney.
his sermon topic will be “Where the
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Cushman.
Tides Meet." The members of the , ,
,
.. , _ „
daughter Phyllis and son Kelsey of
Epworth League will meet at the
...
Friendship were guests Sunday at
church at 6 o'clock where cars will
L. I. Mank's.
be waiting to transport them to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coombs and
Rockland to attend the special service Miss Dorothy Muir motored to Port- J
for the young people.
land recently. Mrs. Coombs and Miss
Muir attended the Teachers' Con
TENANT'S HARBOR
vention. Mr. Coombs underwent an
appendix operation last Saturday.
Otto Bowden is having a furnace
David Hopkins of South Jefferson
was recent guest at the home of Or- ' installed.
mond Hopkins. Mr. and Mrs. Tib- I Mrs. Ethel Winslow and children
betts of Newcastle were callers there Leon and Evelyn of West Waldoboro
Sunday.
I were guests Friday of Mrs. E. 1
Morning worship in the Church on ( Hanna.
the Hill will be at 10.30 Sunday, with j Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff and
Rev. Newell J. Smith using as theme daughter Elsa of North Waldoboro
"The Spirit’s Ministry.' Immediately were at J. L. Flanders' Sunday.
following the morning service, the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Munro passed
Lord's Supper will be observed because last weekend in (North Conway. N. H.
there will be no evening service due
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Mank and son
to the fact that all are expected to Kenneth of Farmingdale visited
attend the Taylor Crusade in Rock Sunday at L L. Manks.
land. Bible school will convene short Martin S tevenson has been visiting
ly after 10.30. Transportation is being j his brother in New York,
arranged for those desiring to attend
Miss Dorothy Muir passed last
the services in Rockland. Those hav- | weekend with her parents, Rev. and
ing cars are requested to meet at the Mrs. Muir in Frenchboro.
church at 6 15 that many not having
The Social Club will meet Nov. 18
means of transportation may be pro with Mrs. Delora Mank.
vided for. Everyone Ls urged to take
Funeral services were held Sunday
advantage of these services. Further for Mrs. Lucretia Mank Kaler at her
announcements regarding the services home. Rev. Oscar Barnard officiating.
through the week will be made Sun Mrs. Kaler who was the widow of
day morning at the church.
Joseph A. Kaler had passed her 91st
birthday in July, the oldest resident
of this place, also had five genera
WASHINGTON
tion groups. She is survived by one
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Murray daughter. Mrs. Annie Miller; four
and son Roger and Mr. and Mrs. Al grandchildren. Percy and Earl Miller
bert Nicholson of Revere. Mass., were of this place. Mrs. Addie Mank of
guests last weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Warren and Chares Lawry of Rock
land; also 11 great grandchildren,
Waldo Christianson.
and three great great grandchil
dren. Interment was in the Comery
CONSIDER THE I.ILIES
cemetery.
|For The Courier-Gazette]
Consider the lilies of the held
The grasses that common meadows yield;
Behold how they grow. They toll not
nor spin
Yet surely distinction wonderful win.
The glory of Solomon no match
For that which we see In Illy patch
That monarch ln all his splendid array
Compared not at all with flowers' dis
play

The grass of the fleld ln lowly sod
Reveals to our eyes the care of God
Who graces the flowers so soon to fade
With every varied beautiful shade.

Much more will our Heavenly Father
dear
Clothe all of Hls chlldren. Why then
fear?
The Kingdom of God O let us seek first.
For righteousness ever hunger and thirst.
Allison M. Watt*,
Jamaica, Vt.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur Spurting of
Islesford, who occupied Fred Rob
bins' cottage the past month while on
vacation, returned home Tuesday.
Mrs. Maud Gilley, Mrs. Josephine
Richardson and Mrs. Fred Robbins
spent last weekend in (Portland.
Several from here attended the
funeral services in Ellsworth for How
ard A. McLellan who was principal of
the Southwest Harbor High School for
the past nine years
Mr. and Mrs. Berger Youngquist of

Vinalhaven who have been boarding
at Jesse Carpenter's, moved Tuesday
to the Fred Robbins cottage.
Mrs. Katherine Mason, Mr and
Mrs. Harry Robbins and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Robbins were recent visitors in
Castine and Brooklin.
Mrs. Jesse Carpenter entertained
Monday afternoon at a birthday sur
prise party given in honor of Mrs. By.
ron Carpenter. Present were Mrs. J.
D. Phillips, Mrs. James Crockett. Mrs.
Fred Walls, Mrs. Thomas Lawton,
Mrs Josephine Richardson. Mrs.
Caroline Lawler. Mrs. Byron Carpen
ter. Mrs. Grover Morse. Mrs. Fred
Robbins. Mrs. John Carroll. Dr. Mary
Parker. Mrs. Leon Higgins. Mrs. Leola
Carpenter and Miss Alice Carpenter
Mrs. Carpenter received many nice
gifts.
Work is progressing rapidly on the
Arthur Allen house at the Head-ofthe Harbor.
The new foundation will soon be
ready for the Atherton house which is
being moved from Maple avenue to
the Clark’s Point road.

A DEFENDER OF COMMUNISM

WEST ROCKPORT

ROCKVILLE

of Rockland Mr. and Mrs. Eino Koljonen and children Madelyn and
Esther of Spruce Head. Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Vuori and children Gladys and
Maf'jofie of South Waldoboro, Mrs.
Elizabeth Crockett and Miss Bar
bara Grover of Rockland.
Mrs. Lenora Fores who has been
in ill health for a time ls slowly im
proving and is now able to sit up.
Miss Margaret McKnight conduct
ed a helpful service Wednesday night
speaking on The subject 'John.” Dur
ing the next few weeks while the
evangelistic services are being held
in (Rockland there will be no meet
ing here.

The coldest so far this fall was
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Nash of
Newton. Mass., passed last weekend Wednesday. The registration Thurs
day morning was only 21’.
with Mr and Mrs. Gustave Lane.
realize the need of its organizational
(Continued from Page Four)
The service Sunday at Mrs. Gibbs
Mr
and
Mrs
George
Hamalainen
experience and efficiency and not be
will be held at 3 o'clock with Bert
In all of these cases, the Communist cause it will be forced upon them. and daughter of Portland were recent Larcombe as ‘lie speaker Sunday
Party will urge that any government And this will be according to the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hama School will convene at 2 o'clock
in power shall operate these closed- highest traditions of American de lainen Sr. Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Brainerd Thurston returned Mon
j Hamalainen Jr., and son of Camden '
down factories and employ the dis mocracy.
day to the Zion 'Bible Institute In
| spent Sunday there.
I
charged workers The Communist
Some of my readers at this point
East Providence to resume studies
Party will never recognize idle fac will say, "If Communism is such a
The local 4-H Club attended the in the senior class.
tories when the people need the labor democratic principle as is represent {County Contest in Waldoboro last
Oeorge Hall has returned from a
and the products of these factories. J ed here, what about the 'Communist Saturday and took third honors in trip to Boston and is spending some
Communists are confident that the dictatorship' in Soviet Russia?" The [ highest ranking clubs.
time with his parents Mr and Mrs.
great majority of the American peo- i "Communist dictatorship in Soviet
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HATTIE A. COPELAND, late was appointed Admx., Oct. 18, 1937.
Thorndike had enjoyed good health To quote Mr. Stone, “Home work, re ofESTATE
DUCKY apartment for two. to let. 4
Welch, returned today to Brown Butler. The cradle roll has a mem- Se?. street,
Thomaston, deceased.
First and without bond
rooms and bath. Modern Oil and gas
bership of 25 and is supervised by
Several from here will attend thc all of his life.
ville Junction.
port cards, and failures will be done final account presented for allowance by LELAND KILLERAN. late of Cushing. equipment for cooking and heating
Ethel B Cameron. Admx.
• • • •
I Mrs. Maude Webber.
______ .
fdeceased. Fred L Killeran of Cushing Good location. CALL 534-R _ 133-135
Maine-Bowdoin football game a;
He is survived by his son. Charles away with in the new school now on
WILLARD C HOWE, late of Camden, was apponted Admr.. Oct. 19. 1937, and
FURNISHED apartment to let. four
Lane Thorndike of Reading. Mass.. the horizon. The needs and not the deceased Will and Petition for Pre- qualified by filing bond on same date. rooms,
Mrs. Allyne W Peabody. Mrs. Don- I Mrs. Georgia Thorndike, president Orono today.
bath MRS W S KENNISTON.
thereof, ask ng that the same mav
aid Whitney and Mrs. Harriet Whit- j of the Beta Alpha Club reported that
Mrs. Mary L. Sexton has closed and a daughter Mrs. Pearl G. Willey ranks of the pupils will be the first bate
HIRAM
ULMER,
late
of
Rockland,
de|
176
So Main 8t . Tel. 874-W
133-tf
b* provqd and allowed and that Letter; ceased. Ensign Otis of Rockland was
of Administration with the will anney members of the “Little Garden though this Club enjoyed many so- her house on Chestnut street for thc of Camden; also two grandchildren,
Club" were tupper guests Thursday cial times, the major factor was wel- winter and went yesterday to Phila- Mrs. Nerita Willey Wight of Camden conclusion. Mrs. Davis spoke briefly ! Hockport. or some other suitable per- flc‘ by fl ng bond on *ame date
SHAW. 47 No. Main St.. Tel 422-R
JOHN L. MINK, late of Union, de133-tf
of Mrs. Leila W Smalley.
J fare work and she recited cases where delphta.
and Matthew K. Willey of New Bed- of the address of Dr. Laura Hooper, son. without bond.
ESTATE ANGUS A MCDONALD Ute o* "“’ft,., “‘^mx* M'nk °f Onl°D
COZY furnished house to let. all mod
The Ccngregatior.a: Sewing Circle ford; and a great grandson Willard director of elementary education. | Tbcm..to„inu=d pjbrt ^
The Federated Ladies' Circle meets, dire need had been relieved. The
X »•
d«d ern. hot water heat, at 5 UNION ST
account
_________________________________ 133*134
Tuesday at 2 o'clock at the home of Mission Circle has a membership of will hold its annual rummage sale Thorndike Wight.
Newton. Mass.
ALDEN O
MERRIFIELD, late of
Admr ) presented for "allowance by ArFIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity St
Thcmaston. deceased
Hattie P Merri
Sen-ices will be held at the Willey
Mrs. Sanford B. Comery.
20 and has filled its quota of White Nov. 12-13 at the Parish House.
• • • .
i thur E McDonald
field cf Thomaston was appointed Exx. An excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
Mice
I SARAH F COOK, late of Thomaston. Oct. 19. 1937. without bond
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Cornells have home. High street. Saturday aiterMrs. Ozora Turner is with Mr. and ; Cross work, has given $50 to missions
Main
& Park 8ts________________ 127-tf
Miss zeua Browns address on, [deceased Will and Petition for Probate
Mrs. John Bourne for the winter.
and has received much benefit from clcsed their summer home and re- noon at 3 o'clock Rev. William E. "The School as a Place tn I ive' woe thereof, asking that the tame may be HELEN M WILLIAMS, late of RockSOME large, and some small tenements
V euiuvi as a r-iace to Live Was prove[1 and aiiowe:1 and that Letter* lan:h deceased
Annette Keighley of [ to let. reasonable prices. C. M. BLAKE. S
turned to New York city.
Berger, officiating.
Mrs. Edgar Cobb entertained at the programs,
reported excellently by Mrs. Lina ! Testamentary Issue to Maynard Spear Middle Haddam. Conn, was appointed , wall paper store, Tel. 662
131-tf
Kenneth L. Wellman and Marion
-----------------bridge Tuesday afternoon. At the
The Ladies’ Circle is popular for
Cn-Hv, x<; tj
ij
.
and Lucy Spear, both of Thomaston thev '
■ ®ct '*• 1937. without bond. Ed-; unninu EZLZEi
—17,—nTT"
Smith. Mi , Brown said we should being the Exrs . named In said Will.
J Payson of Kocklanri was ap- ' nl”h?5>E^Nml“xr^mpOM office M
two tables of auction prizes fell to (its suppers and social privileges and P. Sellers both of this town were
b2 thankful for the individual dlf- I wltbout bond
, pointed Agent In Maine.
MASONIC ST Tel 1177-J
131*133
Mrs. Ralph Chesley of Rockland, has had a busy year, well guided by united in marriage Monday night
in nnr mint!, Tf
' HARRIETT A BUKER. late of Rock- 1
FR£-D O JAMESON, late of Warren,
UPSTAIR apartment to let. 5 rooms;
NarcissusIsFavorite i ferenr-x
erenc.s in our pupils. It prevents I land deceased Wlll and Petition for deceased. Alma L Jameson of Warren
bath. 36 PLEASANT ST. Tel
Mrs. Weston Yeung and Mrs. Stanley the executive ability of Mrs. Susie the ceremcny being performed at the |
monotony, and the task of the tea- Probat? thereof, asking that the same wa’ appointed Ehcx Oct. 19. 1937. wlth- heated,
902-W___________________________ .131-tf
Indoor Bloom
1 chcr i,
f- r
r.
be Pr0'-ed and allowed and that out bond.
Macgcwan of this town.
Other Newbert. The programs given after home of the bride's sister, Mrs.
I cner is to .reat each child as an in- , Letters Testamentary issue to Frank
GLADYS M HEALD. o$ Thomaston,
Furnished apartment to let. at 25
guests were Mrs. Irving Thompson. the supper have been of high stand Mcses Mills. Spruce street, with Rev
dividuil. She declared that one must i 2. itijraham of Rockland, he bclr.g theL.lla B Elliot of Thomaston was ap- North Main St ELMER C. DAVIS. 375
Main
St, Tel. 77______________ 126’128-tf
K
,
f
J
,
5f
ec
J
utor
na,r
ed
ln
aald
W11
>without
pclnted
Qdn..
Oct
19.
1937.
and
quailard.
Twelve
quilts
have
been
knot

N
F.
Atwcod
of
the
Rockport
Meth

Mrs. Wilmot Dow. Mrs. Ronald Labe quauned in knowledge, ability. b°nd
; fled by filing bond on same date.
APARTMENT to let. 4 rooms with bath
ted and the financial assistance odist
Church officiating.
T he J
Chance and Mrs. Frank Grant.
confidence, and personality to be sue- ,
E wilbur. Enquire.1 clara a green, late of Rockiand. 12 KNOX ST. city, Tel 156-W 128-tf
poacf.il ir .1.
,j .
£ud5? 01 Prob*1® Court for Knox County, , deceased E C. Dow of Rockport war.
Mrs. Carrie Young was compli given to the general work of the single ring servie was used. The J
THREE-ROOM apartment to let. at
Rockland.
Maine.
cessful
in
the
world
to-day.
The
)
?25
A1
.
,nd
'
^
a
ne
'
appointed Admr.. Oct. 19. 1937. and
couple were una”"nded. On‘v mem- Attest:
mented on the occasion of her 83d Church has been generous.
qualified by filing bond Oct 26, 1937 Lafayette Square, heated. 84 per week;
aim in the schools to-day is to teach
also
5-room rent on Trinity St. MEN'S
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
The Christian Endeavor, under the bers of the immediate family wit
WILLIAM T. HOCKING, late of Ten SHOP, corner Main * Park Sts
birthday anniversary, when mem
127-tf
the child to think instead of to swal
130-8-136
ant's Harbor, deceased
Wlnlrcd T
bers of thc "Variety Club” gave her presidency of Miss Olive Rowell, nessed the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs.
TWO HOUSES to let. $15 and $18, with
Hocking of Melrose Highlands Mass ,
low things whole. Citizens who think
V. F. STUDLEY. Tel.
wa- apponted Admr., Oct. 19, 1937. and lmprovementa
[
a surprise party Wednesday night at. numbers 31 energetic young people Wellman will reside in Camden.
must be in the world to-day. There
125-tf
qualified by filing bond Oct 26. 1937. , UM.
The bowling schedule for next
her home in Cushing. During a so- whose slcfean is "More Worth-While
Daisy
B
Hocking
of
Tenant's
Harbor
'
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart
in danger in being too successful. It
appointed
Agent
ln
Maine
week
follows;
ment to let at 15 Summer St. MRS.
cial evening the guest of honor was Meetings.” They raised $1CO during
spoils our personality, so the child
Attest:
FRO6T, Tel. 318-W
131-tf
America* League—Monday. Cam
presented gifts and a lunch was the year besides running expenses
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register
1
must learn to take failure in thc
130-8-136
served. Those in the party were and sent five delegates to the Ocean den Mill vs. Lions; Tuesday, All
right spirit and to try the task again."
I «
Mrs. Harold Marshall of Rockland. Park School of Methods. The Cru- Stars vs. Pastofflce; Wednesday. ;
♦
Mrs Ethel Griffin had taken notes
vs. Legion; Thursday, '
Mrs. Lester Lufkin. Mrs. Herbert E. saders is training the boys and girls Rockport
Legal Notices
4
on the talk. "Teacher Relationship
Smith. Mrs. Austin Davis. Mrs. C. R in Missionary education and help- Braves vs. Y.M.C.A
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
in the Intermediate school." by Dr.
I*
National League—Monday Rangers (
Decker. Mrs. Joseph Bellmore. Mrs. fulness. Sixty children, divided into
Sealed bids aetdressed to the Town of
Elbert K. Fretwell, of the Columbia
A GOOD Spiritual Reading. 25c and
Hope.
Maine,
for
Foundations.
Oeneral
Hibbard Young. Mrs. Harriet Fors- two groups, are linked up with this vs. Finast; Tuesday, Sagamores vs.f
You
may
ask
questions.
Construction. Heating and Ventilating. I stamp.
University, and presented them in
GE
ORGE JONES Dlxmont. Me. 132*134
Plumbing Electrical Work Etc , for a
blom, and Mrs. Nellie Benner of, organization. One of the most help- Cutlaws; Wednesday. Sugars vs.
a finely written paper. Mr. FretGrade School Building. P WA. Project j YARNS for Rugs and Hand Knitting
Cushir.g. Mrs. Garfield O. Dolliver. jui departments ls the choir under Cubs; Thursday. Vagabonds vs. Odd
No. 1089-DS, will be received at the ’ at bargains. Samples and kitting dlwell had said, "We live one day at
office of the Selectmen. South Hope. ’ rectlons free. H A. BARTLETT. HarMrs. Richard Wyllie, Mrs. Ralph \ the efficient leadership of Mrs. Grace Fellows.
Maine, until 1 P M . on the 6th day of j meny. Me
a time and that day can only be
129-140
i M. Strout, whose work and musical
Hoffses and Miss Ruth Killeran.
Ladies Afternoon League—Thurs- I
December. 1937. and then at said office,
lived once, so make it a happy day.
publicly opened and read
Tlq- plana , FINISH making cider for public FriMr. and Mrs. Harry G. Ncble who productions cannot be over-esti- | day, Bobolinks vs. Robins,
and Fpeclflcatlons together with the 1 day. Nov 12 Hustle in your apples
If the teacher is happy, the children1
132*134
Information for Bidders. Forms of Bid i SIMONTON. Rockville.
came here to attend the wedding mated.
Ladies Evening League—Friday,
are more apt to be. Happiness is con
Contract. Bid Bond and Performance
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
of their son Everett R. Noble to, The roh can Was conducted by ' Nov. 5, Tulips vs. Daisies; Buttercups
Bond may be examined at said office, let WT the HM0H. Phone us. Rockland
tagious. He stressed the fact that
and at the office of the Architects, 502 980. STONINOTON FURNITURE CO.
Miss Alta B. Welch, daughter of the cierfc, Deacon Edward O'B. Bur-vs. Daffydills; Snapdragons vs. Lilies.
Fidelity Bldg. Portland. Maine, on and
we ail want and need emotional
<
131-tf
Warden and Mrs. John H. Welch, geS3 and the responses from the non- -----------------------------------------——
after the 6th day of November. 1937.
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
security.
Many
children
do
not
find
every week day (except Saturdays and
went Thursday to Freedom where 1 resident members were enjoyed. Th
Holidays) between the hours of 9 A accordion lessons at your home, $1.
this security in their homes, so it is
M. and 5 P M. and on Saturdays from C A LUNDELL. Friendship.______ 131-tf
they will visit before returning to free-win thank offering amounted
essential
that
they
find
it
in
school.
9 A M. to 1 P M. and copies thereof
Qermine
£nqrave<)
WATCHMAKER -Repairing
watches,
Blaine.
i to $51.91.
be obtained upon payment of $5 clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
Children must feel that they are Vitamin C, provided it is cooked may
for each set. The full amount of the liver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 AmesMrs. John C. Mason and daughter.
The year has been marked by
STATIONERY’
wanted, and are a necessary part of quickly and eaten in quantity, say deposit for onc set of plans nnd speci I bury St . Rockland. Tel. 958-J. 131-tf
John H. Mason of North Easton, steady growth, co-operation and
fications and other contract documents
BRICK, cement, plastering ard rock
At The Lowest Prices ia Hialoryl
the school. He urged teachers to be the scientists. So it pays to keep a wlll he returned to each actual bidder
Mass., who came to j.ttend the fu- Christian fellowship.
fresh supply on hand. Wash and within a reasonable time after the work, painting of all kinds. Call A. W.
Paper-White Narcissus.
just and sincere.
I
GRAY,
Tel. 8533_________________ 131-tf
receipt
of
bids
Other
deposits
will
be
slice
the
apples,
add
with
just
a
neral services for their aunt. Miss!___________ _____________________
Visiting Cards
refunded with deductions of $3 upon
The season of gardening for flat
little water to a sauce-ian and place
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at ftock100 paneied cards, choice of 4
Mary Hanley, returned immediately j
- ------the
return
of
all
documents
ln
good
dwellers is at hand. Paper-white
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oidtra
sizes ar.d 30 styles c! ongravlng,
Inez Mathews read her paper over a lighted top bi mer of your condition within 10 days after thc date I solicited.
because of the illness of Mr. Mason'
H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
narcissi, Chinese lilies, hyacinths jj onMrs.
modern gas range. Th : mome.it the of ths bid opening.
PLATE INCLUDED, only___ S1.6S
"Posterity
Is
Cur
Client,
”
by
Dr.
I
131-tf
and daffodils, w’hich are easily
apples bubble, turn tne burner to
who is to enter the Baker Memorial,
The Town of Hope. Maine, reserves the
brought into flower indoors, are all Payson Smith, the paper concise and simmer; then the fruit will cook right to waive any Informalities ln or
Wedding
Announcements
Hospital.
obtainable. During the winter, ' to the point. In that talk Dr. Smith gently but effectively without atten to reject any or all bids
COMMMISSIONF.RS’ NOTICE
Each bidder must deposit, with his bid
or Invitations
Samuel Thompson of the Zion J
tion or scorching. Whan the apples security
flowers may be grown from bulbs
In the amout of 5% In the form, KNOX. SS
On
white
or
Ivory
stock
—
wed

told
thc
teachers
that
it
was
their
.
October 28. A D.. 1937
are soft, sieve to extract the flesh and subject to the conditions, provided
with little trouble.
Bible Ii.it.-uic. East Providence, is ,
ding or plate finish. Inside and
We. the undersigned, having been
Paper-white narcissi will come duty to carry on the principles of from the peeling, and add the de ln the Information For Bidders.
holding meetings at the Pentecostal
duly appointed by the Honorable Harry
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
Attention
of
bidders
Is
particularly
sired
amount
of
sugar
to
the
hot
to flower in six weeks if the bulbs democracy. The schools are doing
E Wilbur. Judge of Probate within and
Full Gospel Assemblies.
CLUDED __________________ S8.9S
sauce. Incidentally, when you start called to the conditions of employment {' for
are placed in a shallow bowl with
said County. Commissioners to re
to be observed and prevailing wage rates
Tlie Baptist Choral Society will ‘
ceive and decide upon the claims of the
gravel to hold them uprigift and what they can. but they need the foods cooking, do you use an in to be paid under the contract
Social Stationery
I creditors of the estate of Robert U.
tense
flame?
It
is
not
necessary,
support
of
the
home
and
the
church.
the
bowl
is
kept
full
of
water.
Hya

No
bidder
may
withdraw
his
bid
within
serve a public supper Wednesday at
late of Rockland, ln said County,
Special styles lor men and women.
cinths will flower if placed in glasses After ICO years, there are 800.000 for modern burners are designed to 30 days after the actual date of the Collins,
deceased, whose estate has been repre
6 o'clock in the vestry.
A choice of lovely colors, mono
full of water so modeled that a children in the United States who concentrate the heat beneath the opening thereof EVITRETT N. HOBBS.
sented insolvent, hereby give public
grams and styles of engraving,
cooking utensil. A little heat goes
Music fcr tlie Baptist Church Sun
shoulder holds the bulb at top of
Chairman of Special Building Comm. notice, agreeably to the order of the
PLATE INCLUDED............... ..........
Judge of Probate, that six months
the glass, while ample space is left are not in school. There will be a such a long way.
day will include at the morning serv
133 & 139 ■ said
from and after the 19th day of October.
$2.25, $3.95 and up.
below for roots to develop.
bill in legislature this winter to re
ice, "Praise the Lord," Watson; at
, A D., 1937. have been allowed to said
creditors to present and prove thelr
store capital punishment in Maine,
Business Stationery
the evening union Armistice service
claims, and that we will attend to the
Expert Radio Repair
500
business
cards
©r
Hammomill
but
would
it
not
be
better
to
teach
duty assigned us at Probate Court Room
at 7 o'clock, patriotic anthem. “To This. Farm Fcr Sale or Ren!
All
makes
radio
receivers
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
I
in Rockland, on Tuesday. November 23.
our children how to live instead of
Thee. Oh Country" Eichorn. Men's
If interested, call cr writ?
I 1937 and Friday. April 15. 1938. at two
CLUDED. only......................... $7.95
Work Guaranteed
of
the clock In the afternoon of each of
killing
them?
Look
at
the
cheap
voices, ‘‘Oh, God. Thou Hast Pre
Tubes Tested Free
said days.
H. D. CRIE
sex
magazine
found
everywhere.
Is
CHARLES T. SMALLEY.
pared." Gaul, incidental solo. Alfred
MAINE MUSIC CO.
STUART C
BURGBS3
THOMASTON, ME
it the responsibility of the school
Member of Radio Mfgrs. Service
M. Strout; baritone solo, “Prayer'’ TEL. 83,
Commissioners.
133S136
124-tf
130-3-139
Tosti. William T. Smith. Jr.
(Continued on rage Eignu
L’TlTf rav MtlK'V
STATE
OF MAINE
To all persons interested ln either of
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland
in an3 f« the County“of Knox, on’the
19thday
day of _ October, ln the year of our
___
Lord, one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-seven, and by adjournment from
day to day from the 19th day of said
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Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY

Brewster of

offers

Complete line of

Mrs. Earl McWilliams was hostess |
at a sewing party and luncheon Fri
day night, when she entertained
members of the T Club, at her hbme
on Chestnut street.

Winter or summer The CourierGazette is always glad to have
items which concern arrivals and
departures of people, the social
gatherings, engagement announce
ments, weddings, etc. Please tele
phone our society reporter, Mrs.
Warren C. Noyes, 87 3-It, or directly
to this office.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman S. Young
Mr. and Mb. N. F. Cobb and Miss
Ada Perry were recent guests of Mr
and Mrs. Charles Day in Richmond.

The Thursday night meeting of
W.IJ4. Club was held with Mrs. Viva
Kalloch. The bridge game resulted
ln first honors to Mrs. Gardner
French, second to Mrs. Herbert Curtis
and third to Mrs. Vance Norton.
Luncheon was served at the end of
play.

»

Heat for your Kitchen

Winter Sports

Clothes for the family ... Ski Suits,

Snow Suits, Jackets, Long Coats,

ELECTRICITY for Cooking!

Reefers, Parkas, Hoods, Mittens.

Time has proven our 100'i Virgin Wool from
the Kncx Mill to be rainproof, of fast colors,
have warmth without weight, and have the
durability you are locking for!

Mrs. Hester Chase, Mrs. Nellie ]
Newbert, Mrs. Florence Philbrook
and Mrs. Hattie Davies were high
line at cards, at the Wednesday |
meeting of the Allen Club held at
the home of Mrs. Cora Smith.
YOUR SOCIAL ITEMS

A IKMIH.E DUTY MIVKMIIKH SPECIAL Ol'EEK !

camden

THIS beautiful Universal electric range and kitchen

heater answers the problem for the modern woman
who wants to cook electrically and needs heat in the
kitchen.

State your wants by MAIL . . .
Or write for our descriptive circular with
samples. All garments guaranteed.

For as little as $1.19 weekly (payable monthly) you
own the two—an electric range which cooks the most
delicious meals you’ve ever eaten, and a separate cir
culating heater (operated by coal or oil) to give you

J. A. BREWSTER, Maker
(FACTORY STORE)

TELEPHONE 2010

Shakespeare Society met this week
with Mrs. H. I. Hix, 23 members and
I
two alumnae enjoying the interesting
program. Chapters three and four
!of K;ng Rlchard 11 were read’ MiS
, °ar? Duff giving an outline df King j «--------------------------------------------- *
Richard 11 from lhe P1®? Presented
Members of the Rubinstein Club

The Rubinstein Club

warmth in your kitchen on chilly days.

WASHINGTON ST., CAMDEN
133-lt

Your dollar does double duty too, with this range.
Electric cooking is now more economical than ever—
it’s cool in the summer, convenient, clean, and gives you

freedom from kitchen drudgery.

At The High School i
(By the Pupila)

!

With electric cookery you lower your electric rate
through greater use to the 2c step. This will save you
money

Betty Beach has the honor of havThe Days are to spend the weekend "The Lances of Lynwood'' was' also Panted an outstanding program last , ‘ng ^ad
^X^nre^an
with Mr. and Mrs. Cobb.
given by Miss Winifred Coughlin. A night at the Universalist vestry,
..Halloween„
ofnln(,
• Extra size oven, 19 deep
cordial Invitation was extended to program chairman, Mrs. Kathleen S stanzas
Here's the Answer to hent
Miss Joan Moulaison is making a
the
Society
by
MrS.
fi-nest
Young,
for
puiier
having
a
paper
of
unusual
in-1
....
short visit with Miss Helen Delano
• Storage drawer_______
for your Kitelien !
Alaric
Pearson from
Lincoln
in New Haven. Miss Delano is at the an afternoon tea on Saturday Nov. terest cn "Music of the Carolinas'
which embraced Negro themes. The Academy h^ entered the freshman
Yale School of Nursing.
If you need heat for your kitchen
• Thrift cooker___________
meeting of Nov. 15 the hostess wil
this attractive white enamel Univer
• • • •
be Mrs. Carl Duff with Mrs. Nettie | pregram:
Miss Dorothy Harvie is spending
• Automatic oven control
| piano duo—Ethiopia. Coleridge Taylor
Natalie Orne has been school steno
Bird Frost as leader.
sal Kitchen Heater will give you
Kathleen O Hara. Esther Rogers
the winter in Lynn, Mass.
Mezzo—Lite and Death. Coleridge Taylor grapher tnis week.
plenty of it!
Can't You Hear Me Calling Caroline? 1
• Fast broiler unit________
• • • •
81eeper Bible Class will meet with
Bernice Walcott
Fall sewing occupied the Outing
Edward Braley, chairman of the
It’s good looking as well as efficient
Mrs. Edward Hellier. Monday after Ensemble—(a) Doan You Cry
Club's attention when the members
Mah Honey
Noll Child Safety Division in the Maine
• Signal light_____________
noon at 2.30 o'clock.
and will not mar the appearance of
(Obligato Carleen Nutt)
met Wednesday with Mrs. Leola
fb) Deep River.
Fisher Automobile
Association, addressed
your beautiful kitchen.
Rose.
Incidental solo. Lydia Storer
• Sliding oven shelves
Detts the students at a special assembly
The Utility table of Ruth Mayhew Plano duet—Juba Dance.
Nathalie Snow. Frances McLoon
Tuesday. His message concerned
Has heavy cast iron fire box, burn
fair is sponsoring a bridge party ! Contralto
—Lindy Lou.
Strickland 1
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Waite of Can- |
• White porcelain enamel
Homer the benefits of a School Boy Patrol
ing coal, wood or may be equipped
Banjo Song.
Monday night at Grand Army hall,
ton. Oxford County, are visiting Mr.
Hazel Atwood
plan,
which
has
hitherto
been
ln
efthe hostesses to be Mrs. Lina Car- Trio—(a) Ezeklei Saw the
for oil.
and Mrs. Alphonso Russell.
Burieigh feet here. As a result a vote was
Wheel.
roll and Mrs. Lizzie French. The
'^.SSri^^e^u,, F^tf,gh taken to again organize that imfair takes place, Monday Dec. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gardner are
Adeiatde Lowe
J portant unit In this school
Piano duo—Humoresque Negre.
Guion
in Bcston for a few days.
Nathalie Snow. Frances McLoon
• • • •
Mrs. Millie Thomas entertained
Ensemble—De coppah Moon.
Shelley, The students, Tuesday morning
WEEKLY
Mr. and Mrs. John McIntire, pro four tables at bridge Thursday after
-----------------. had the pleasure of having for their
prietors of Beach Inn. Lincolnville noon. for the benefit of the food table
(Payable Monthly)
Mr. anu Mrs. Stuart Brown of speaker John M Richardson of Thc
Those win
(Payable Monthly)
Beach, leave the 14th for Mountain of Relief Corps fair.
Portland returned Friday
after Courier-Gazette with his talk on
ning
honors
were
Mrs.
Willis
Ander

View. N. J., where they will be with
With your old cooking equipment
spending the week at Mrs .Brown's one of his hobbies. ' Red Wagons,
thelr daughter. Mrs. Stella Van Riper son, Mrs. Jennie Curtis. Mrs. Lillian home in Warren. They were dinner; Introducing his subject with a talk
until after Thanksgiving, going thence Twiggs, Mrs. Doris Jordan and Mrs. guests Thursday of Mr and Mrs. on fire, he gave an historical account
to Miami, Fla., for the winter. Mr. j Mida Packard.
Walter K. Williamson,
' tbe efforts to combat fire from 1500
and Mrs. Raymond Welch will ac- i
_____
with hand squirts, hand engines.
Mrs. Carrie Nash announces the
company them to New Jersey.
„
Jackie Passon entertained three !eather hos€' steam engules' and aI1
marriage of her daughter Irene
POWtRxCOMPAMY
Hnnlev to Mario Ferrero at St An 5’°^ W ™ends a‘ a ^eatre party steam fUe departments, to all motorMrs. Mario Ferrero entertained the Hanley, to Mario Ferrero. at St. An
celebrating his eighth ized departments at the present tim?
Nik Nackers Thursday night, honors thony's Church in North Agawam. Frlda> "‘8™. celebrating his eighth
rvt 9
birthday. After the theatre, they ' Alarms' ne saw were 8iv-n by numa..
ELECTRICALLY
INSTALLED
ON
OUR
REGULAR
PLAN
going to Mrs. Leonard Fish.
Went to Chisholm's Spa. where they , '<**•
rlms' and church h*11
were served tasty refreshments. In 1926 in thls clty a diaphone was
The first meeting of the Mission
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Pinkerton of
Jackie's guests were Alfred Haines. installed, and has been called "RichCircle in the Universalist Church will
Dresden Mills were callers in Rock- 1Oe0rge Qoldfarb AlMn uchgnc(. , ardson's calf." but lt gets men out
be beld in the vestry Wednesday at
,r Jackie's mother. Mrs. John Pas I when and wheie needed. He comJr..
2.30 p. m. The society will begin the land yesterday.
for the girls of the High School, with sembly, when Education Week is be-I planned for about Nov. 12.’ Offices ing others would begin operations as
I in Augusta, Portland, Lewiston and soon as preparations could be com
study cf Mark A. Dawber's “Rebuild
son. and Mrs. Claire Owens of Bal- : pared the first fire escapes which the Griffin cottage at Spruce Head ing observed.
Miss Emma Titus returned to her timore. Md. Birthdays have been wsre on wheels' carrying a ,ong P°le- as their destination. They arc leav
• • • •
I Biddeford have opened he said, add- pleted.
ing Rural America." The reader of
The first quarterly examinations'
.re first chapter will be Mrs Nora home in Brookline. Thursday after ceiebrated by Jackie in New York, Iand basket on end' creating much ing the High School at 1 p. m. today.
Cooper. The roll call word is Friends. spending the past week here as gues: Mich!gan Massachusetts, Maine and amu£«ment. The engines used in Each one is asked to bring a box ■ have been given this week, which |________________________________
this city from 1840 to 1937 and also
Mrs Annabelle Berry will be !n charge of her sister Mrs. Sumner Waldron.' iujnojS
lunch and 5c. Cocoa is to be fur will be followed by report cards (and
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
the location of the fire houses were
possibly deficiency slips) next week
oi the social hour.
nished.
....
particularly
interesting
facts.
He
c
Little Joan Marie Williamson ot
PROTECTING HIS MEN
• • • •
At this week's Student Council
expressed praise for the LaF;ar.?e
Earl Haskell of John street Is a sur Lisle street ls spending a month with
/f/ THE GRANDEST
Moving picture “Drake, the Pirate,” meeting, the question of the skating j
gical patient at Knox Hospital.
i her grandnaients, Mr. and Mrs. A. Walter Frost, Formerly of Rockland, bought in 1918, and recently con
was
shown
Friday
at
3:45
p.
M.
It
rink was discussed and it was decided j
demned. and declared the Rockland
i W Ande-son in Warren.
MUSICAL ROMANCE OF THE YEAR!
Would Have “Plenty of Red"
The birthday of Mrs. H. R. Mulle.i |
Fire Department an efficient corps was also shown at the social last that it should run on the money sup- '
evening.
plied for It in the budget and from
was celebrated Tuesday evening when
with carefully trained men. AlMr. and Mrs Barrett Cotton leave
• • • •
Mr. Frank Fields entertained the
Suggestions that men engaged in though there were oniy 20 fires ln
the sale of season tickets.
today for a week's hunting trip in
• • • •
The senior class of Rcckland High
Chummy Club. A birthday cake was
blister rust control work ln Maine. 1879, they caused greater damage
the Maine woods.
The regular Wednesday evening
_____
wear "plenty cf red clothing" and ithan 200 flrcs *n the present year. has chosen "Big Hearted Herbert" by
ln evidence. The prizes were won by
Sophie Kerr and Anna Steese Rich J meeting of Troop No. 203 began at 7
Mrs. Edward Gonia, Mrs. Anita EaMrs. Jn»(e
W obardson. as the play to be given Thurs ' p. m. Wednesday. Games were played
vilic and Mrs. Flora Fernald.
served her 89th birthday Wednes- | against being mistaken for deer by how hg gQt on {he «Levlathan.. may day and Friday. Dec. 9 and 10. Try i until 7.30, when the Scouts went to I
Mrs. Lena Rollins assisted by Mrs. j day, being well remembered with hunters were made today by Walter give some of his listeners ideas of outs for the parts were held Tuesday 1 patrol quarters. After patrol meet- ,
Addie Brown and Mrs. Annie Ayl- I greetings, cards and gifts from Q
fUpervlEOr of the activity.
1 ing. the Scouts marched into the
how some of thelr fondest wishes with the following cast being chosen:
'gymnasium for inspection and test- i
ward, served a covered dish supper thoughtful friends and family.
"Herbert
Kalness,"
Gordon
Rich

Frost warned against the wearing may be realized. After this interI passing. New test-passing groups j
before the meetings of Canton Lafay- j
------ardson;
"Robert
Kalr.ess,"
Donald
he slid I esting talk, the students are eagerly Marriner.
| were formed this week and a half
“
Elizabeth
Kalness,"
ette No. 18 and Auxiliary. Wednesday
Mrs. Eliza Plummer. Dept. Pres., of , white gloves, . which ...
, I awaiting a later visit from Mr. Ric'nj hour was spent for test-passing. Thc
be taken for a white 'flag
,
... , .
. .
.,
evening
The prize package was D.U.V.. motored to Belfast Wednes- "might
,
,
,
. , . ..
ardson with his account of another Doris Borgorson; "Martha." Ruth
Scouts who did not pass their tests
. ..,
.„
. . ..
drawn by Mrs. Addle Brown. After , <jay to cfficially inspect the Emma of a deer, and reminded the men, onc of, ..
Wheeler;
"Herbert
Kalness.
Jr.,
’
’
his hobbles. "Steamboats.
last
week, gave up the last game I
\ the meetings a social hour of beano White Barker Tent being accompan- ttteJ would not be permitted to carry
Dick Marsh: “Andrew Goodrich."
was enjoyed, with Alfred Benner. jed j,y Mr. and Mrs. Everett Payson \ firearms while working.
The devotional exercises were con- Dick Ellingwood; “Amy Lawrence," period to finish the test. Another
Milton Rollins, Jesse Carroll, Mrs. and Mlss Dot Melvin, with Martha
“In addition to the men wearing ducted by Patricia Allen, and Mr. Priscilla Lovejoy; “Jim Lawrence,’’ half hour was spent playing games
Milton Rollins and Mrs. Nestor j eeavey as driver. Guests were enter- | red clothing, he said, "I suggest they | McCarty introduced the speaker.
Jack Huke; ’Mr. Goodrich.” Bernard and at 9.15 the meeting was closed
also
wear
a
bell
attached
to
their
Brown as winners. Mrs. Susie Davis, tained from Bangor. Including Mrs.
Thompson; "Mrs. Goodrich." Ruth by giving the Scout oath.—Charles i
I At the Junior Social last evening Thomas; “Mr. Havens," Russell Libby.
will be chairman of the supper pre Maude Milan. Sr. V. P. Mrs. Eliza- 1 coattails."
He said the men who wore bells a movie. “Drake, the Pirate" was pre- Hewett: "Mrs. Havens," Virginia
ceding the December meeting. At beth Savage and Mrs Gertrude
SOME STILL UNEMPLOYED
this meeting the Auxiliary will have OeWheU. P.DP . and Mrs. Louise last year during the hunting season sented. followed by dancing in the Wood.
Opening of state employment serv
"felt much safer when wearing gymnasium. Decorations were in
• • • »
a recruit, and the election of offi Cole, Tent Pres.
charge of Inez Bowley, assisted by
them.'
cers will be held.
Patrolmen nave been chosen from ice offices of the Maine Unemploy
j Patricia Hall, Erleen Cates, Edith the Junior class as follows: Austin ment Compensation Commission in
I
Recent surveys indicate that sewers Gray, Richard Fisher and Robert Biliings. Grant Davis. James Hard Bangor. Rumford and Rockland, Di
There is no finer way to remember I
your friends than by sending them 1
ing. Richard Karl. Guy Nicholas. rector Paul E. Jones said today ‘is
"run backwards" in four out of 10
refreshments, assisted by Dorothy
Christmas cards and th ere aie r.o ■
Roger Perry, and James Skinner.
American
hemes.
Dry
basement
CAMDEN
Howard ar.d Maurice Johnson.
liner Christmas cards than those ,
Subs'itutes will be George Robishaw
drain traps permit sewer gas and,
* • • .
with your name, and monogram too, ;
MONDAY-TUESDAY
vermin to enter homes. Basement [ At thc Junior High assembly this and Reger Vose.
SUNDAY, MONDAY, NOV. 7-8
if you choose.
Our Personalized j
• • • •
drain traps should be Inspected and
Christmas Cards are dignified and !
Salesmanship certificates have
Snow with a prize for selling the
filled by hand twice .monthly, or an j ram
”
have prestige not obtainable in any
been awarded by the Curtis Publish
most
tickets
to
the
MacMillan
Lec

other form. See our line now. A |
automatic primer stalled to mainture. A movie cn music appreciation ing Company for excellent salesman
one dollar bill will buy from 16 to 50 j
tain the water seal.
ship of subscriptions to Leroy Black,
“
Lamps have come out in a hundred The String Choir" was shown bv William Atwell, Mary Perry, Bertha
cards, depending on the quality and i
Laroy
Brown
of
the
senior
high,
and
r.tw designs this fall—formal, gay,
design. Postage 15 cents extra. The i
Cocmbs. and Mary Ramsdell of the
amusing ... of glass, of pottery, of Mr. Edward Braley presented his
Courier-Gazette—adv.
•
Junior High.
plan
of
a
School
Boy
Patrol.
Ruth
metal. All perform a useful funtion
• • • •
Wotton
was
the
leader
of
the
as

In brightening the home and lending
with LEW AYRES
There has recently been organ
sembly.
a smart note when judiciously chosen.
ized in Senior High, a Girls' Athletic
MARY CARLISLE
Shades of swirl-shape ivory taffeta
In thc recent magazine subscrip Association which is to co-operate
JOHN
HOWARD
used cn a crystal-cut glass base arc tion contest in the Senior High. with the Department of Physical Ed
Elizabeth PATTERSON"
widely favored. Architectural glass Harold Dondis. Jean Clukey. Henry ucation in the promotion of athletic
in severe modern design has made its Dpdge. Mary Dodge. John Crockett. and social activities in the school.
BENNY BAKER
appearence, according to Modern Fred Blackman. Edwin Tyler. Edith
Many individual activities will be
Chrysanthemum Plants
Heme Institute. The diffused light oray. Winifred Dimick, and Ethel sponsored by the club including SPECIAL CHILDREN’S MATINEE
TUESDAY 4 O’CLOCK
with
through the opaque architectural Jordan sold the most subscriptions, bicycling, hiking, skating, skiing,
Ill Bloom
10c
glass gives an interesting, subdued i Their prizes, which were received bowling, ping pong, hcrsc-back rid
$1.00
ANN SOTHERN
TODAY
note.
from the Curtis Publishing Company ing. horse shoes, golf, snowshoeing.
NCW PLAYING
DICK FORAN
this
week,
included
electric
desk
and
swimming.
Tulip and Daffodil Bulbs
"LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN"
in
JACK HALEY
Come in and examine our gorgeous lamp, 5-year diary, pen and pencil
The officers of the organization are,
with
“LAND BEYOND THE LAW”
Get Them In Early
unusual sample line of genuine Steel sets, key case, notebook, flashlight, president, Eleanor Barnard; viceROBERT MONTGOMERY, ROSALIND RUSSELL
MARY BOLAND
Engraved Greeting Cards with the knife, manicure set. billfold, initial president. Barbara Griffin secretary,
Shows: Matinee 2;
Personalized Appeal. Our big new bracelet, compact, mesh party bag. Stella Young: and recording secre
EDWARD E. HORTON
Evg. 6.30, 8.30.
Christmas Card book is open for your blrthstone ring, and brooch.
Cont. Saturday
tary, Priscilla Lovejoy.
FLOWER SHOP
♦ * * *
inrpection. You'll be amazed at the
• • • •
Tfil 892
2,®9 to 10.30
TEL 318-W
TEL 409
METRO NEWS
Commander Hector G. Staples will
apparently costly cards at prices so Th? newly formed Girls’ Athletic
371 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Sunday Shows Benefit Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. I, A. L
131-133
Association is planning a bicycle ride be the speaker at next Tuesday's as
low.—adv, Tlie Courier-Gazette.
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with fine results formed one pleasant
part of thc vacation period.
As we were about to enter church
Sunday we noticed several of the
| old timers looking at us in a kind of
startled manner. X told Mrs. Wells,
"This is no place for me. for I can
■-ee they are afraid the church will |
fall." I call it mighty hard lines i
when a man cannot go to church
ij Gladyi Si. Clair Htillad
without part of the congregation
| leaving.
Enroute home we called on Mrs. j
Through the kindness of friends I , it would have been most pleasant to
Fannie Brown, my cousin in Thom
aston, and also other cousins, Mr have before me a folder of the flrst 6ree‘- Harris Shaw),
and Mrs James Cates in Rockland. American tour of the Helsinki UniMusical ^^ca ’fo’r its past two

Realm of
Music

Mrs. Jerome Creath and Imogene versity Chorus i Ylioppilaskunnan issues has carried most interesting
,
I
accompanied us.
Laulajat) of Finland. Martti Turu- reviews, of the Worcester Music FesWe paid our respects to George nen conductor, which begins in t*'®!Woodward, keeper of Rockland Break- I
water, and Mrs. Woodward, at their Januar>' of the coming year. The
A comment from lhe
0{ Yehome in Glen Cove. George and I tour 1® under the auspices of the In- hudi Menuhin's recent concert ln
had a few rough trips while he and 1 tercollegiate Musical Council and I San Francisco: “This concert afI were at Libby Island. I have hopes the honorary sponsorship of Jean 1 forded 4000 auditors an incomparaof seeing a news item in the Light Sibelius. famous Finnish composer
musical experience, one which
house column some time with the sig The American debut will be with the revealed all the artistic virtues of
nature ”"G. Woodward "
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Dec. ; rhe Yehudi Menuliin known before
Reaching Vinalhaven. I found the 31. 1937. and Jan. 1. 1938. In New PIus new dualities which are result
landing at Saddleback not so good, so York at Carnegie Hall on Jan. 6 they °f independent study and consecrated
I had a session of cribbage with ex will be heard in compositions of Sibe- thinking during his months of retire perts from Melrose and Vinalhaven. lius.' The chorus will also be heard ment. He has come back to the conHonors were about even.
in many of the large cities—Fitch- t^ft platform a tall, straight, and
This month has certainly been wet burg. Worcester, etc. The folder I veiY slender young man who retains
and windy.
have is notice of the concert in the sweet, .thoughtful shyness and
I have been troubled somewhat by Fitchburg on Jan. 2. and I happened modesty which characterized his derheumatism lately—not a very pleas to see the notice while in Worcester meanor as a boy. He ts unquestionant affliction
recently. The tour is to be extensive
one
rile finest violinists of the
Benjamin Stewart, the second as- j understand, so of course many ;da>' 35 he has been for the past
sistant keeper, started to row in Mon large cities will be privileged to hear ^ecahe. irrespective of his age. In
day and when he had reached the can this gifted group of singers.
1 ®uch inspired playing as that of Sunbuoy oft to the north of the Ligh’
Explanatory matter in the folder c*ay afternoon he provides a spiritual
What our lightkeepers and coast
j and musical experience of exceptional
the wind breezed up. He turned "tail telk us_
guardsmen are doing to protect
to it." but coming onto the boat slip,
"The musical life of Finland to- beaut>' and lustre."
coastwise shipping by day and by
miscued and hit crossways, causing day is exceedingly flourishing. The 1
night. The day’s news from manv
I was interested to (hear John
the boat to All and spill Benjamin epera the annual summer music fes
lonely outposts along Maine's
Into the water. He lest one oar and tivals. the orchestral and choral con Gurney, young bass-baritone on the
waterfront.
his overcoat. I managed to gaff the certs—all of tffese are enthusiastical air last Sunday night—he was a
mail which was ln a bag. but in doin.j ly attended and supported, not only soloist in the oratoria "St. Francis
"Prom gray sea tog from Icy drift.
so filled my boots. However, we did because the Finnish people are ‘nat of Assisi" by Pierne at the Worcester
From peril and from pain.
Festival, and even in the small part
The home-bound sailor greets thy lights succeed in getting the boat hooked, urally musical.' but because for cen
O hundred-harbored Maine!
got
out
the
wench
line
and
took
her
turies they have been educated to assigned to him displayed an un
Let young ones watch from Neck to
upslip with no further damage. Tlie contribute to music, either by per usually fine voice. His work was thrill
Point.
Let sea worn sailors say.
mall was soaked, of course, and had formance or appreciation. As long ing last Sunday night— and the pre
•The ghost of what was once a barque
Has just sailed up the bay!' ”
to be opened and dried after the ex ago as 1556 there was maintained an diction that he is headed for fame
seems no Idle comment. It is a gor
citement was over.
orchestra in the university city of
Portland Head
If you see anyone in the near future Turku, and in the beginning of the geous voice, great beauty of color and
Mrs. Adolph Stevens of Monhegan prowling around Rockland in his 17th century there was formed a handled with the utmost ease. He is
is guest of Mrs. F O Hilt.
stocking feet, do not think it is an musicians' guild In 1640 the Univer- young, yet his work bears marks of
R. T. Sterling and family and Jack escaped lunatic from Bangor, for it slty of Turku gave courses in music maturity, particularly in his manner
Robinson enjoyed a motor trip Sun will likely be Mr. Stewart, as he lost and sponsored musical research, of song projection.
day to the White Mts.
his Sunday shoes in the “disaster."
Tradition, taste and training have
AMERICAN MUSIC ABROAD
W. C. Dow of Portland was guest
Good luck to all readers and above led logically to the present power of
at lunch Tuesday of F. O. Hilt.
all. "dry landings!'
those who create music in Finland Will Bt Heard In 19 Foreign Countries
Mrs. Clyde Grant and daughter
• • • •
and to the enthusiasm and discrimi
During The Fall
Fatricia visited Sunday with F. O.
nation of those who listen to it.
Doubling Range Point
Hilt and family.
‘Out of this well-cultivated field i American music will be heard in
High tides and swift currents are
Mrs. R. T. Sterling and son Robert
«rew the .Ch°rUS. C8lled the ®tUdent 19 f^eign countries this fall under
still prevalent in the river.
passed Tuesday afternoon and evenThe new beam trawler recently Singers of the University of Helsinki.
:ng with W. C. Dow and family in la*"c'hed'"at 7h"e'Bath Iron Works . whleh »•* funded in 1883. From the auspices of Lhe National FederaPortland.
, open sea i the
nrincinai aim nf 1 tion of Music Clubs. Mrs. Vincent
made her maiden trip to the
lne heeinnine
oeg.nning the
tne principal
aim of
Mrs. F. O. Hilt and Mrs. A. J. this morning They are very sea- j this chorus was the creation and de- Hllles Ober of Norfolk. Virginia, NaStevens were on a motor trip Tues worthy and fine looking ships
velopment of Finnish choral music tlonal President, announced today
day afternoon.
Tender Hibiscus with Supt Capt During it® existence of more than a
The project is fostered by the Dj:Looks as if we must get busy with ' Ingalls and Assistant Superintendent half century, it has attained a promi- partment of International Music Restorm windows and doors. Can't say Sampson on board inspected the su- .nent Position in the musical life of Iations. of which Mrs Helen Harwe all enjoy winter when the ther- , tion yesterday, the Hibiscus pro- Finland and has contributed much to. rison Mills of Peoria. Illinois, is
mometer registers way down below
the raising of Finnish choral music chairman.
ceeding to Bath for the night.
and sleet, rain and snow drive (
We were pleased to have Keeper to its present high level, particu- 1 In its presentation of American
against the windows and around the 1
Walter Powers make us a ca>ll re larly under the 25-year leadership of music abroad, the Federation has
doors. We haven't much control over
cently. but sorry we missed seeing Prof. Heikki Klemettl. who became the cooperation of the International
that business and so may as well fold !
Keeper and Mrs. Foss from The Cuck the reformer of Finnish choral music. Society of Composers, the American
our arms, sit back and take what j
For the last six years the chorus Federation of Women's Clubs Overolds. Come again.
comes.
seas, other important foreign musical
We are getting ready for cold has been led by the eminent conduc-.
weather by replacing screens witll tor and musicologist. Martti Turunen organizations and the American em“Many of the Finnish composers bassies. Brussels. Athens. Geneva,
The Cuckolds
storm windows and doors.
The tender Ilex arrived Oct. 18.
Letters from our friends at Mon have written and dedicated mcst of Budapest, Bucharest and Prague are
their sengs for male chorus to the a lew of the European centres where
with the household furnishings of our hegan are always welcome,
new assistant Philip A. Davis and j Now that we are accustomed to the Helsinki University Chorus. Jean these programs will be given, and
‘family They are all settled and the routine of our new home we like here 6lbelius' wh°
an honorary mem- four programs will be presented in
ber of the chorus, has comoosed all Pan-America.
usual station work is in progress.
' very much.
of his most famous chorus songs for
ln return. American clubs will preThe Hibiscus landed the lnspec- J
thls group.
j sent programs of foreign music in
tors Friday on her way to Portland j
NOTICE TO MARINERS
"The singers are students of the \ such fashion as to bring American j
from the East.
-------University or other higher educa- audiences in closer contact with the
Mrs. Albert Anderson returned toJ
Seacoast—Muscle Ridge Channel— i tional institutions in Helsinki who philosophies and spiritual Ideals of
Brooklin last Friday, after making a
Whitehead
Light Station. Charac- , voluntarily and without compensation ‘ other nations. Distinguished musishort visit with her parents. Mr and
Mrs. Foss, the latter taking her as teristic of fog signal changed Nov 1 j contribute their services. The num- j elans abroad are cooperating with
far as Rockland by car.
to sound a gToup of two blasts everv ' ber of active members in the chorus the Federation in offering suggesis usually more than a hundred. This tions for , such.. programs.
The Davis family recently enjoyed I „
blast 25 seconds, silent
, .
a fine supper of venison wtth rite “
blasl 25
sllent
°f sln*ers **''« at leaa‘
i ^ter ln the ’in,*r eXchan«e
L71
! concerts a year in Helsinki in addi- ' radio programs with other countries
Keeper and Mrs. Foss. On Hal-1 —
225 seconds.
lowe'en the Keeper and Mrs. Foss, Kennebec River—Construction oper-' ‘on to the annual concert tours in will be arranged which will bring
to the American public some of the
were entertained by the Davises’, the atl0n5 on the Richmond-Dresden ”n‘andand abroad'
table being picturesquely decorated highway bridge may necessitate mov- i
*n the sp’’ing of 1935 the chorus finest orchestras and choral groups
lor the occasion. Welsh rarebit and .
Rlchmond Bridge Buoys 22, 22A ™ade an extenslve (our of Europe. abroad, and will, in turn, send to
ing Kicnmonu
s
>
giving concerts in Sweden. Austria. Europe. Central and South America
and 33 without prior notice. Mariners
Keeper and Mrs. Foss left yes- shoukk exerclse extreme care in operrland. Hungary and Italy. The representative American programs.
Mrs. Mills is urging the incorpora
on the tour consisted of 60
terday on vacation. Leland Smith of ating in vicinity of the bridge.
tion of the American national an
|
picked
singers.
The
tour
was
a
triNorth Haven is substituting.
them into programs given by Music
i umphant success."
Kind regards to all.
AMERICAN EDUCATION WEEK
• • • •
Clubs for foreign-born citizens, and.
To give one some idea of their likewise, the use of the national
Saddleback Ledge
Governor Barrows Makes Timely work, it might be said that the critics
anthems of other countries where
Comment In Designating It
Duty has called pie back to my
in Sweden in two instances said that possible in programs of foreign mu
post after a 20-day leave spent in
-------I "in accuracy and rhythm this chorus sic given in this country, feeling
Gov. Lewis O. Barrows said Tues- surpa£sed even lhe Ru&Sjan D<,n cos- that this dual method will be effec
Lubec Calais and Bangor.
I left here Sept. 29 and Mrs. Weeks, day that the "rapid development of sack Chorus" . . "We still have in tive in familiarizing each nation with
Mrs Della Scoville, Virgil Scoville the United States could be attributed memory such choruses as the Don the traditionns, ideals and spiritual
and Imogene met me in Rockland. directly to “the gradual expansion of “J14 Kuban Cossacks, but we admit i motivation of other nations.
After dinner, we shopped for a time
| its system of free, universal educa that the Finnish chorus as to its vo- 1
and then cast off for Lubec by way
GIVES MORE LAND
tion.” His statement was made in a cal resource s surpasses all other
of the Waldo-Hancock bridge. We proclamation designating the week choruses of its kind. (I quote these
arrived home in the midst of a down of Nov. 7 to 13 as American Educa- | press comments for many in this sec
Acadia National Park headquarters
pour.
announced Wednesday that John D.
tion
have
heard
the
Don
Cossacks
tion Week.
One trip was made to Calais, EastRockefeller, Jr., has given additional
"Education has always led the way and know the chorus must, indeed, be
port and St. Stephen. N. B. Eastport to culture, to economic, industrial. !remarkable
can surpass the 266 acres to the park, which was cre
I found ■'about as lively as last year's and scientific progress, and to gen- 1500 Cossacks).
ated in 1919, from lands he gave.
birds nest. In Calais I met a few era‘ P™rity/”
Stid' •
t ,
And speaking ’of *Finland-again Since then he has made other gifts of
old friends.
land and buildings, which now com
Curtailment and impairment of thVough kind
T am
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert O'Brien,
prise the reservation on Mt. Desert
this important function of Govern- , .
,
.
"
Mrs. Weeks and I went to Bangor
,
,
to have to read "Jean Sibelius" by Island.
ment will mean an irreparable loss
...
. _ , .
Oct. 11 and there visited Mrs. Wells’ .
• * „
Karl Ekman. Written in Finland,
to youth and the state."
___ ...
. . _,
.
THE LITTLE THINGS
cousin. Mrs. Annie Preston. We also
the translation is by Edward Birse,
I
and tlie publication is by HOlger
called on Chief of Police Earl Brad
(For The Courier-Gazette)
Schildts Forlag, in Helsingfors (Helbury of (Brewer. The chief is an old 1
It's the little things of life
PATRONIZE YOUR
pal of mine. Unfortunately we did !
Isinki). The book I have to read
That tell the story
Of the many big things
!
was
brought
from
Finland
only
this
not time our stay in Bangor to jibe j
That have been achieved—
The little groups that
past summer.
with the gangster shooting, but per
Make the congregation.
• • • »
haps it was a happy miss.
That go to hear the thoughts
They have believed.
In the mall just the other day camd
Mr. and Mrs. Dean P. Mallett of
It's the little things of life
Bangor received a call and I also met Who is ready to serve you a note from Harris Stackpole Shaw—
That make us happy:
it read: "Thought I saw you from
Charlie Randall, formerly of Lubec,
The sun a-shlnlng brightly
365 days in the year
,
the
balcony
at
the
Worcester
Music
In the dawn.
now of Cherryfield whom I had not |
That seems to fill the world
I
Festival,
but
was
not
sure.
By
the
Silsby
’
s
Flower
Shop
With Joy and beauty,
seen for nearly 30 years. I also saw
After the storms of
j
account
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me
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TEL. 318-W
Keeper Larrabee of Quoddy Head
Yesterday have gone.
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and Keeper Ashby oi Channel Light.
Delora Morrill.
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Rockport.
Several sessions of bridge whist
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News Will Be Carried In Your Local Newspaper Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays During The

SPIRITUAL RECOVERY CRUSADE

GREAT OPENING NIGHT
NOVEMBER 7th
COMMUNITY BUILDING
7.30 P. M.

CHARLIE
Preach—Whistle—Sing

LAURIE
Can He Play on the
Steinway Concert Grand

GREAT CHORUS CHOIR
1500 FREE SEATS
EIGHTEEN CHURCHES IN KNOX COUNTY CO-OPERATING

EVERY NIGHT NEXT WEEK

except THURSDAY

discovered in 1842 but was not much Behavior children must be considered
used until later. If electricity were not as children in need of punishment
lost to New York city, everything but rather those worthy of our most
(Continued from Page Six)
Commissioner Feyler Opti
would stop for a short time, but sci , careful study and best efforts "
Mr. Rowe spoke also of interesting
ence would find something within a
mistic About Clams De
alone? The home and the church week to replace it. If medicine were places which he visited while there—
spite Some Reports
ghcuid do more to remedy this and lost, nothing could replace it. Few are the Ford plant, and the Hudson plant.
there but have physical defects, but Ford's Greenfield Village.
Despite a “diminishing supply"
uplift our young people.
Mr Rowe expressed appreciation to Rodney E Feyler, Commissioner of
"Maine does not have a law de .sometimes it ls the defects which
bring out the talents. He believed the Knox County Teachers Associa Fisheries, predicts that Maine's clam
manding that the flag be saluted, but that children in schools should be tion for this opportunity to represent
factories wlll have a good pack during
it is being saluted because the chil told the whys of the various tests the association at the National meet
the 1937-38 season which is now un
dren love it which is as it shculd be
and the importance of good health in ing.
derway. Most of the plants along the
Better clean up the unhappy politi , Ufe.
i A piano solo was splendidly played coast are operating, with many percal situations and have a clean gov
• • • •
by Miss Virginia Wyllie. at the open I sons on their payrolls. Several hun
ernment with respect for the con
In conclusion, Frank D. Rowe spoke ing of the program, while later Miss dred men are employed tn the harvstitution and democracy.
of the National Education Associa •Marion Wallace read delightfully two i esting activity.
Miss Dorothy Miller, teacher of
poems which she had composed for
Busy through the winter and early
the Highlands school, gave a fine tion meeting, held last July in Detroit. the occasion, “Consolation" and “A
spring the factories will turn out
Opening
hls
paper
with
an
appropri

report of the various addresses of
Teacher's Prayer."
thousands of cases of canned fresh
the rural department in her talk. ate poem which he read in his usual
Two new members were admitted— clams, chowder, clam cakes, and bouil
fine manner. Mr. Rowe went on to
She spoke from the address of Dr
Mrs. Fearl Ordway and Mrs Annie lon. These products will be marketed
Howard Dawson, of Washington. D tell of some of the sessions and quot Russell. The committee for the pro
j in all sections of the nation and some
ing some of the speakers as Dr Hal
C. his subject. "Current Problems of
gram of the December meeting was [ foreign countries. Packers state that
ford
E.
Luccock
of
Yale
Divinity
Modern Youth" in which he indicated
named as follows: Mrs Flora Peabody, j the demand for Maine clams is growthe greatest problem of youth is School. "Among the new tools needed Mrs. Edith Spear, Mrs. Ella Cunning i ing rapidly.
today in education Is the development
found between the ages of 16 and 24.
ham. Miss Hilda Aspey and Mrs. Alice
Commissioner Feyler states that he
of
individuality to resist biscuit cut
when it is hard to find employment,
Cook.
is “watching with interest" the ef
ter
methods
of
thinking
and
to
stand
and that the problem of the educa
Refreshments were served.
fects of a recently passed law pro
tion is to provide for the stranded against the social pressure and ta
—By Alena Starrett.
hibiting the shipping of clams out of
boos."
At
another
session
at
which
youth. Schools can help, by the
the State from Washington. Hancock.
teaching of trades, better living to Mr Rowe heard Dr. William Lyon
FIRESTONE SINGERS
Lnicoln. Waldo, and Knox Counties
Phelps,
also
of
Yale,
speak
on
“
Grace."
gether. preparation for real citizen
during the summer months. This
he
said,
"there
is
nothing
more
im;
Famous
Aria
“
O
Paradise"
Will
be
ship, broaden lives. Health defects
regulation did not affect the other
portant
than
grace.
Grace
is
Sung by Richard Crooks
can be removed, revision of secondary
coastal countries. He said that the
something
which
gives
charm
to
ordi

school program to give more voca
Thousands who remember the im law has not yet "had time to test its
tional training, consolidation of the nary behavior. Like mercy, it is not
mortal Enrico Caruso as Vasco di merits.” Supporters of the ban conin
the
bargain.
It
is
something
you
schools." In conclusion Miss Miller
Gama in Giacomo Meyerbeer's fa | tended it would conserve and increase
gave exerpts from Dr. Fretwell in his do not have to do. but the ordinary ’
mous opera "L'Africaine" will again > the supply.
acts
are
vegetables
as
compared
with
address in the rural department.
Through winter weather, fair and
enjoy the broad sustained melody of
"Assets of Rural Education" in which flowers without it. Grace is giving
foul, the diggers will be on the flats
the
famous
aria
"O
Paradise"
which
something
for
nothing."
he named them as experiences at
Richard Crooks will sing Monday at low tide, earning a living, if but a
» » • •
work at the home, learning by prac
meagre one, and the lowly clam wlll
Henry A. Wallace, Secretary of Ag night on the Voice of Firestone pro I continue to flnd its way into the high
tise to do things, rural life develops
riculture, said. "The United States ] gram heard at 8.30 p. m. over the
a great variety of skills.
est circles as a result of thelr efforts.
a « • •
has resources, technology, economic Red Network of the National Broad
—By Dick Reed.
Walter Gay. principal of Warren organization and belief ln democracy casting Company. Crooks will also
sing
Carnevali's
tuneful
"Come.
Love,
High School, spoke on "Judgment to attain a stable and increasing
HOMESICK FOR ST. LOUIS
Day." taken from Dr Payson Smith's abundance such as the world has With Me" and the deeply expressive
"Widmung"
or
"Dedication
”
by
Rob

address to secondary teachers. Dr never seen, and that it will do so. if
Resident of Tnat Town Says Lind
Smith gave the problems as follows: the people gain the will to whip th? ert Franz.
bergh Wants To Come Back. Soon
First, so many young people under giants that stand in the way. and if The Firestone Choral Singers will
Maj. Albert Bond Lambert, one of
21 without occupation, larger ratio of the schools will teach the utmost blend their voices in Whiting's popu
lar new number, “You've Got Some Charles A. Lindbergh's backers prepa
old age people, and the educational joyous confidence ln the future."
program is so varied in interests.
Other speakers quoted were R. G thing There." followed later in the ratory to his epochal flight to Paris
The educational system must be ln Chamberlain of Milwaukee. "The program with Brown’s recent song 10 years ago said Thursday he had
advance to social and economic life. person who fails to become fairly well hit, "I'm Feeling Like A Million." received a letter from Col. Lindbergh
There are three trends in the world adjusted during the plastic years of At the close of the program. Richard j in which "he expressed a desire to
today. Collective action, against de his school life enters upon his career Crooks will sing a selection from come back to St. Louis—and very
mocracy. and the trend to improve as an adult under a great handicap;" Victor Herberts popular operetta, soon."
"I can only say that Col. Lindbergh
ment of the conditions of the com Helen Deane of Spokane, Wash., "We "Sweethearts,” accompanied by the
mon people. The cause of these realize that in the present-day phi chorus and the Firestone Symphonic expressed a desire to come back to St.
trends is no onq man but rather due losophy of education, extra-curricular Orchestra under the direction of Al Louis—and very soon." Major Lam
to the machine age. and science. In activities play as Important a part in fred Wallenstein. The orchestra will bert said.
Col, Lindbergh and his family have
closing. Mr. Gay pointed out that the child's life as the subject matter be heard in Mendellsohn's popular
been living in England since Decem
itself;" and last and most important, i "Schertzo in E Minor."
crime costs each individual $10.
ber, 1935. (Reports have been pub
Miss Eleanor Goodwin had taken Dr. Harry Baker of Detroit, who said.
for her talk sketches from Dr How "We must rid ourselves of the his GEORGES RIVER ROAD lished that he planned to give up his
Rev. Aarne J. Avikaincn of West United States citizenship and become
ard Haggard, professor in applied torical biases against behavior chil
psychology. Yale University, on the dren. and study their problems as Paris will speak at the Finnish Con a British aubject but last month he
Value of Medical Science and Fads I natural results of certain factors in gregational Church next Sunday at accepeted reappointment as an offtoer ln the Army Alr Corps Reserve.
and Fallacies ln Medicine. Ether was ! themselves and thelr environments.1 7 o'clock. Everyone is welcome.

Convention Echoes

Sees A Good Pack

